
EC 50 CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE
Mr. Moffett

Course Description: Mission and ecumenicity in their total cultural con-
text. The unity and diversity of cultures and Christianity. Classic
Christ/culture relationships in theory and in history. Culture in

Biblical context. Cultural dynamics of selected societies: Asian
African, Latin American and North American. Cross-cultural mission
and intercul tural ecumenicity.

Course Requirements :

Reading Requirements.

One chapter a week from the textbook, Lutzebak's Church and

Cultures , with discussion usually every Friday on the text
and related themes from the lectures.

In addition : 1000 pages.

From the Recommended Reading List (on reserve), 2 books or

500 pages.
From the Further Reading List, 2 books or 500 pages.

Papers required:

1. Two book reports will be required on your reading, (1) one at
the end of spring recess, March 20 , and (2) one by April 13 .

Each book report will contain a one-page outline or summary
of a book you have chosen and an additional half-page of your
own personal analysis and reaction to the book, whether
positive or negative.

2. One ten-page paper will be required on one of the following
subjects, OR on a subject of your own choosing (which
must be approved by the professor.

Description and analysis of a national or ethnic culture
(your choice)

Case study of cultural problems in a specific cross-
cultural mission.

Culture in Biblical context.
A Christian critique of American culture, positive and

negative.
Problems of Bible translation across cultures.
Race, color and culture: myths and facts.
A theologian looks at culture (choose one--Tertullian, Clement,

Kraemer, Tillich, etc.)
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CALENDAR AND OUTLINE

(Tentative)

Introduction: Christian Interaction with Non-Christian Cultures.
A preliminary statement of theological position.

Introduction: Two Aspects of Culture: Particulars and Universals.

Discussion: Luzbetak, Church and Cultures (Chap. I, "The
Missionary Apostolate in Cultural Context")

The Ancient Church and its Cultural Environment: the First Two
Hundred Years.

A Classic Analysis of Christianity/Culture Relations: Richard
Niebuhr's Chri st and Cul ture .

Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap II, "The Nature and Scope of Applied
Missionary Anthropology".

What Is Culture?"

A Personal Cultural Pilgrimage (G.H.)

Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. Ill, "The Nature of Culture: A
Design for Living".

The Early Asian Church and Its Approaches to Culture.

Some Anthropological Analyses of Culture.
Paul Hiebert
Ruth Benedict
Morris E. Opler, etc.

Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. IV, "The Nature of Culture: Culture

and the Individual".

South Asian Cultural Dynamics (Indonesia). (G.P.)

African Cultural Dynamics. (G.H.)

Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. V, "The Nature of Culture: Culture

and Society".

March 6. MID-TERM EXAMINATION
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Reading List

Textbook :

Louis J. Luzbetak, The Church and Cultures : An Applied Anthropology
for the Religious Worker . Techny, 111.: Divine Word, 1970

Recommended Reading on Reserve (portions required):

David J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross - Cul tural ly . Gr. Rapids:
Zondervan, 1978

Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture . Maryknoll NY: Orbis, 1979
Marvin K. Mayers’^ Christianity Confronts Culture .. Gr. Rapids: Zond., 1974
Eugene Nida, Customs and Cultures .. N.Y.: Harper, 1954

" " Message and Mission. N.Y.: Harper, 1960
" " and W. Reyburn, Meaning Across Cultures . Maryknoll: Orbis, 1968

F.L.K. Hsu, Clan , Caste and Culture . (China, India, U.S.). Princeton,
Van Nostrand, 1963.

L.W. Doob, Communication in Africa : A Search for Boundaries . New Haven:
Yale University, 1961.

H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture . N.Y.: Harper, 1951

For further Reading :

Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture . N.Y.: Penguin, 1946
Emile Cailliet, The Christian Approach to Culture . N.Y.: Abingdon, 1953
Charles N. Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture . London: Oxford, 1944
Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life . N.Y.: Macmillan
Christopher Dawson, Religion and Culture . N.Y.: Meridian, 1958
T.S. Eliot, Christianity and Culture . N.Y.: Harcourt Brace, 1940
Paul G. Hiebert, Cultural Anthropology . Gr. Rapids: Baker, 1983
Hendrik Kraemer, World Cultures and World Religions . Phi la.: Westminster, 1960
J.A. Mackay, The Other Spanish Christ . N.Y.: Macmillan, 1932

. R.W. McKinney, Creation , Christ and Culture . Edinburgh: T.T. Clark, 1976
Stephen Neill, The Christian Society . London: Collins, 1964
Don Richardson, Peace Child . Glendale, CA: G/L Publ

. , 1974
Klaas Schilder, Christ and Culture . Winnipeg: Premier, 1977
Edward C. Stewart, American Culture Patterns . Chicago: Int^rcul tural , 1972
Paul Tillich, Theology of Culture . N.Y.: Oxford U., 1975
A.T. van Leeuwen, Christianity in World History . N.Y.: Scribners, 1964
Henry Van Til, The Calvinistic Concept of Culture. Gr. Rap.: Baker, 1964
Bruce Nichols, Contextua Mzation : A Iheology of Gos~pe1 and Culture .

Downers Grove IL: IVP, 1979
Tetsunao Yamamori & C. R. Taber, eds., Christopaganism or Indigenous

Christianity ? S. Pasadena: Wm. Carey, 1975.
The Willowbank Report . Wheaton IL: Lausanne Comm.vfor World Ev., 1978
J.H. Bavinck, The Church Between the Temple and Mosque . Gr. Rap.:

Eerdmans, 1971.



THE MAJOR RELIGIONS: survey by continents. (World Xn. Enc. , pp. 782 ff
.

)

1900
1. SOUTH ASIA

1980 population 1. Hindu 49% 1. Hindu
2 . f^w^se—faJ k

40.6%
1 ,428,000,000 2. Muslim 30% 32.9

3. Buddhist 7% 3. Buddhist -9.4
4. Christian 4% 4. Christian 7.6

5. New rel igions 4.3
6. Tribal 1 .7

2. fAST ASIA
1980 pop.l

1 ,086,000,000 1 . Chi nese fol

k

71% 1. Non-rel igious 50.5%
2. Buddhist 18 2. Chinese folk 17.5
3. Muslim 4.5 3. Buddhists 12.7
4. Shamanist 2 4. Atheists 10.4
5. Tribal rel

.

1.9 5. New religions 3.3
6. Shinto 1.3 6. Muslims 2

7. Christian 0.4 7. Christian 1.8
8. Confucian 0.1 8. Shamanist 1

9. Confucian 0.5
10. Shinto 0.3

3. fUROPE
1980 pop.

" 486,000,000 1. Christian 97% 1. Christian 85.4%
2. Jews 1 .6 2. Non-rel igious 9

3. Non-religious 0.4 3. Atheist 3.2

4. Atheist 0.1 4. Muslim 1 .8

5. Jews 0.3

4. AFRICA
1980 pop. 1 . Tribal 58% 1

.
phri sti an 44.2%

461 ,000,000 2. Muslim 32 2. Muslim 41 .2

3. phristian 9 3. Tribal 14

5. LATIN AMERICA

1980 pop. 1
.
phristian 95% 1. Christian 93.8%

372,000,000 2. Tribal 3.4 2. Non-religious 2.9

3. Non-religious 0.6 3. Afr.-Am. Spir. 1

4. Af/Am. Spir. 0.4 4. Spiritists 0.7

5. Atheists 0.6

6. Tribal 0.3

6. USSR
1980 pop. 1. Christian 83% 1. Christian 36.1%

268,000,000 2. Muslim 11 2. Non-religion 29.5

3. Jews 4 3. Atheist 22.1

4. Shamanist 0.5 4. Muslim 11.3

5. Jews 1 .2

7. NORTH AMERICA
1980 pop. 1. Christian 96% 1 . Chri stian 88.3%

249,000,000 2. Jews 2 2. Non-religious 6.5

3. Non-religious 1.2 3. Jews 3.1

4. Muslims 0.8

5. Atheists 0.3
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MISSION AND CULTURE - An Annotated Bibliography

With particular emphasis on rural Korean Christian situation

Bailey, L.H. THE HOLY EARTH, N.Y.: Christian Rural Fellowship, 1943, 117pp.

A f^ous and valuable little book decades ahead of its time in its concern for

ecology and reverence for God's gifts in nature. Informed, sensible and in-

spiring, but less than evangelical in places. Some deference to Darwinianism.

Batchelor, Peter G. , & Boer, Hariy R. THEOLOGY AND RURaL DEVELOPI'IENT IN AlYlICA,

Eerdmans, 1966, 67, 24pp. These two missionaries to the Sudan United Mission

present a brief but insightful discussion of the relation of rural development

to Christian thought and action. Nigeria in focus.

Bavinck J. H. INTRO. TO THE SCIENCE OF MISSIONS, Presby & Ref 'd, 1960.^

The classic Reformed presentation by a veteran missionary and prof, of missions

in the Free Univ, of Amsterdam for "two decades. Rich in mission and culture

implications. Soon to appear in Korean translation.

Beaver, R. Pierce, ed. CHRISTLiinTY iUlD jiFRICiJ'T EDUCATION, Eerdmans, 1966, 233pp.
Especially see chap. XI, "Christianity, ^Ifrican Culture and Education."

Blaikie, Rob't J. "SECULAR CHRISTLJTITY" iU'JD GOD VLlO aCTS, Eerdmans, 1970,256pp.
Torrance of Edinburgh writes a very commendatory foreword. New Zealand author.

Blair, Wn, Ne^vton GOLD IN KORKil, United Presbv, Church, 1957, 140pp,
This former miss'y to Korea (Bang Oui Rang) gives a clear picture of country
churches during his minj.strj.’- from 1901 to 1947. Faterh-in-law of Bruce Hunt.

Bollinger, Edward E. REFLECTIONS, EiiST ^iND VffiST, Okinawa: Radio JOFF, no date,

74 pp. Stimulating little radio essays on cultural problems from a Christian
viewpoint. A valuable model to seek to copy in other cultures.

Brandt, Vincent S.R. A KOREiiN VIlIuIGE BETi'JEEN F.uili iilJD SE.., Cambridge, Ifess. Har-
vard Univ. Press, 1971, 252 pp. $8.95. Also in Korean translation.
Excellent. Solid construction on the basis of extensive field study. Brandt
actually lived in the Korean \’lllage with a Korean wife, researching for his Ph.

D. in anthropology from Harvard. Very readable. Empathetiv and close-in study.

Butterfield, THE RUR.iL MISSION OF THE CHURCH IN E. .iSIA
, IMC, 1931

Calhoun, Arthur W. THE CULTURtjX CONCEPT OF CHRISTL-ujlTY, Eerdmans, 1950, 155pp.
Widely used, but I found it disappointing. Conservative Christian viewpoint.

Cailliet, Emile, THE CHRISTIiiN iJPPR0..CH TO CULTIIRE, Abingdon-Cokesbuiy
, '53, 288pp.

This Princeton professor is always stimulating and warmly C ristian but gener-
ally lacks expected Reformed depth and perspective.

Conley, Wm. THE K/lLIMAI'ITaN KEIDf.iH— A Study of Tribal Conversion in Terms of

Dynamic Cultural Themes, Presby & Ref 'd, 1977, 444pp.
Conley, a D. Miss from Jtiller, gives a very readable, well illustrated and
sensi e anproac

. years experience as a missionaiy and is Prof, at
St. Paul Bible College (C&MA)

Conn, Harvie M. THE CUHTURaL BIPLIC^TIONS FOR COl^RSION: SOME THEOLOGICAL M
PLICATIONS FROM A KOREAN PEilSPECTIVE

,
undated, 78pp. plus extensive bibliog'y.

Conn, Harvie M. RURAL CHURCH PROBLEMS, unpublished classroom syllabus used in
seminary teaching in Korea . c. 1970, two parts, 57pp. & 46ppi
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Conn, Rarvie THEOLOGICiJj REFLECTIONS ON CONTEXTUiiLIZIl^G CHRISTIANITY; How
PAR CAN ¥E GO? undated, 31pp. mimeographed. Conn continues to be very active
and bringing fresh perspectives in Reformed circles which circles have been
relatively inactive and unimaginative in America in recent decades in this area.

Crane, Paul S. KOREiiN PATTERNS, Seoul; Hollymn, 1967, 239pp.
This book on what makes Koreans tick is a skillful scalpel job on psychology
and customs ~ a little cold“blooded, but masterful, and by a medical miss*y
raised in Korea in a very intelligent and edu«ated family. Humurously illus-
trated, spicy, and insightful. Mainly for the layman and foreigner. ’t

Crawford, D. THINKING BIuiCK - 22 Years without a Break in the Long Grass of Cen-
tral Africa. N.Y. George H. Doran Co., 1913, 485pp. A classic.
Highly unusual and moving and with much literary power. Pull of keen insight
as to the vast gap to cross from heathendom to Christ. Compassionate.

Dawson, Christopher THE HISTORIC REALITY OF CHRISTLiN CULTURE (Korean transl.)
Soul: Sungkvrang Moonhwasa, 1979, 179pp. Transl; H#ig Chimo.

Dawson, Christopher RELIGION iJND THE RIibE OP WLoTEAI CULTURE, N.Y. Doubleday
1958, 242pp. Deep insights by a great sociologist and philosopher of history
(Roman Catholic). "Religion, ’’says Dawson, "is the key to history."

Dawson, Christopher RELIGION iiND CULTURE N.Y. Meridian, 1958, 225pp.
The Gifford Lectures for 1947-

De Jong, Peter Y. THE MINISTRY OP MERCY FOR TODi^, Grand Rapids; Baker, 1963,
26lpp. Reformed in theology and perhaps the 1369^ available- -in English today.
Important in our context as the ministry of mercy has grea^ cultural implications
and is a vital part of mission.

Dennis, James S. CHRISTLiN MISSIONS AID SOCLiL PROGRESS. Subtitle; "A Socio-
logical Study of Foreign Missions" Fleming H. Revell, 1898, 2 vols.

A treasure store of information and all too neglected and ignored in our day.
Rewards examination and deserves similar imitation today. Rich, moving,

and valuable not only for the countries described but for the viewpoint and
work of the missionaries ajid missions involved. Pound in many old libraries.

Dooyeweerd, Herman ROOTS OF WESTERi'I CULTURE, Pagan, Secular and Ci^ristian Options

Toronto: Wedge, 1979, 228pp. 58 articles originally published by D. in a
weekly (Nieuw Nederland) between 1945 and 1948. Tin import,ant new source in

English to the thought of the Dutch philosopher of law. Deals chiefly with
the impact of the biblical, Greek, roman catholic, and humanist ground motives

upon western culture.

Felton, Ralph A. Jjg
_OIB, 185pp.

Fosdick, Harry Emerson, THE MEi'AING OF SERVICE, N.Y. Ass'n Press, 1921, 225pp.

Stimulating and worthwhile reading from a traditional liberal stance.

Preytag, Justus, THE CHURCHES IN VILLrGrS OF TAIWAT, The Impact of Modem Society

and Folk Religion on Rural Churches. Tainan: Taiwan Research Center, 1969, 117p.

Good analysis from a German who used native informants in a skillful way.

Goodall
, Norman, C.HRISTLIN MISSIONS AID SOCIAj PEAIENT, London: Epworth Press,

1964, 123pp. Should the miss'y confine himself to Gospel preaching, or

should he concern himself with the politics, industry and all that affects

his people? Well written. The Beckley Social Service Lecture, 1964.

Greenwood, Elma, HOW CilURCHES FIGHT POVERTY, N.Y. Friendship Press, 1968, 159pp

Sixty successful local projects in America, involving complex organisational

inter-relationships. Difficulty to apply in Kp,rea, unfortunately.
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Hard, Theodore CHRISTIAN CULTUi\E IN RUiiAL KOiAA, Pusan, 1974» 38pp* Mimeo.

Appears also as part of RELIGION AND SOCIETY, Pusan; Kcsin-Choolpansa, 1977
(Korean). A theological basis for Christian culture with application for Kor.

X Cv,ristians in their rural life, witness and service.

Hard, Theodore, '’Missions and the Cultural Mandate, INT’L itEFOldiED BULLETIN,

Winter, 1972. This address at V^pStninster Seminary attempts to give some basic
basic considerations as to the two chief mandates of Scripture and how they
relate to each other,

Greenway, Roger, S. APOSTLES TO THE CITY. Biblical Strategies for Urban Missions.
Baker, 1978, 96pp. This veteran of work in Ceylon and Mexico under the Christ-
ian Reformed Church has chapters on Jonah, Jeremiah, Nehemiah, Bamabus and „ 0.

Paul as their message and work related to urban mission.

Hesselgrave, David J. COMI'IUNICATING Cj-IRIST CRuS.i-CULTUItALLY
, Zondervan, 1978, 511pp.

This former missionary and now prof, of Missions, etc. at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School vTrites with theological acumen, scientific breadth and loyalty
to the Bible, Kraft and Kane give it superlative marks. Chiefly related to

cross-cultural evangelism. But Parts II, and III jjarticularly relevant for us.

Huntington, Ellsworth, MAINSHilNGS OF CIVILIZATION, Mentor, 669pp.
Interprets world history in terms of biological inheritance, physical
environment and cultural endowment. "One of the most important books

of our time" - Yale Review.

,
HfTEliNATIONilL liEFOiJMED BULLETIN, "The Gospel in a Hungry V/orld", 1970

No. 40, 35pp. Several articles on the theme above.

Joe, Wanne J. TIu'DITION/iL KOiAJA - A CULTUliAL HISTORY Seoul; Chung-Ang Univ.

Press, 1972, 477pp. Interdisciplinary. A total culture study.

Koestler, Arthur,. THE LOTUS IJID THE. ROBOT, Harper, Coloohon, . 1966 (19^),. 296pp,

.

Vivid journalism irom a great writer in nis first conirontaxicn with Japan anc

India. Cultural observations with probing for psychological and ideological
backgrounds gives it high value for our purposes.

Kraft, Charles li. TOWARD a DISCIPLINE Kl'jOwN liS ETHI'jOTHEOLOGY, Fuller Seminamy,
Mimeo. K. combines theology and anthropology, and discusses the place and
contribution of each in the interest of an integrated view of God, culture & man.
man.

Kraemer, Hendrik, WORLD CULTUIIES aiD V/ORLD iiELIGIONS, The Coming Dialogue
Phila; Westminster Press, I960, 386pp.
Great in stature, this author is p erennially importan.t and rewarding.

LAUSANNE OCCxlSIONAL P.iPERS, No. 2 - ^h£ Wi_ll£w^a^ G^o^^l_and_Cul_^^e
Lausanne Committee for World .Evangelization, cpyright '78, 38pp Si. 00
28 participants included evangelical lights such as Beyerhaus, Chas. Kraft,
James Packer, Padilla, John Scott, Alan Tippett (and Earvie Conn, ex Korea
missionary). A reflection of the content of 17 papers and viewpoints pre-
„sented at the conference's six days. A strong statement from the conclusion;

• is essential . . . that all churches Eontexttialise the gospel in order to
share it effectively in their own culture Speaking the truth in love."

Lee, Francis Nigel, TIiE CENTRiiL SIGNIFICAiiCE OF CULTURE, Presby & Ref 'd, '76, 150pp
Thoroughly acquainted with literature on culture in several languages, in-
cluding Afrika'^ns

,
bold in exegesis and vision, Lee's is a brief but very

significant book. This scholar with doctorates in law, theology and phil-
osophy gives a distillate of Bavinck, Kuyper, Schilder and others like Stoker,
Cornelius Van Til, Francis, Schaeffer, etc. Docyeweerd is conspicuous by his
absence, however. Soon to appear in Korean by the KSRF&il, Seoul.
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Lee, 0 Nyung, IN THE SOIL IN THE lilNL Seoul 324pp,
The same book in another translation: IN THIS EAxtTH IN THilT WIND, This
is Korea, transl, David Steinberg, Seoul Hollymn, 1967, 226pp. Motif
drawings. Eull of insights by a Korean author. Fascinating to westerners
and impressive to Korean readers in this compiler’s class of seminary students,

Livingston, G. Herbert THE PENTATEUCH IN ITS CULTUtuiL ENVIRONMENT, Baker, '74, 291pp,
Though primarily for survey background it is useful for visualizing the
cultural context within which the witness of Israel went to the nations.

Loewen, Jacob A. CULTURE Ai'ID HUMAN ViiLUES William Carey Library c.l975> 443pp*
Papers originally appearing in Practical /inthropolcgy, 1961-1970, Wm. A
Smalley writes the preface praising Loewen as missionarj^, anthropologist,
and thus catalyst.

Lutzfeetak, Louis J. THE CHURCH aND CULTURES; M APPLIED AIWHROPOLOGY FOR THE
THE RELIGIOUS WOIUCER, So. Pasadena, Calif.; William Carey Library, 1976
A most valuable book by a prominent Roman Catholic missiolcgist and teacher
of anthropology.

^fechen, J, Gresham, "Christianity and Culture", London; Banner of Truth Trust,

9pp al^o ; in booklet form. Originally an opening address at Princeton
Seminary in 1912. Of surprising relevance for today, and h.' ighly critical of

Christians' weak role in the battle for men's minds. Prophetic

McCord, James I. and Parker, T.H.L., eds. SERVICE IN CHRIST, Eerdmans, '66, 223pp.
Chapters by T.F. Torrance, G.W. Bromiley, A.M. Ramsey, etc, among 20 men. I

found this the most valuable and scholarly book on the history of Christian
concepts of service and neighborly love I could find in English today. It is

a gem of research, writing, printing, and binding, too, yet greatly ne-

glected. Invaluable

MacKay, Alastair I, FIiPJIING AND GAIiDENING IN THE BIBLE, Old Tappan, N.J. , Fleming

H. Revell 1970, 302pp. paper ^C.95 Remarkably full and interesting.

McLaughlin, CiffilST IiND THE COUFTRY PEOPLE, Richmond, Va. 1928, 159pp.

Markus, R.A. SiiECULUM: HISTORY iiND SOCIETY IN TfIB THEOLOGY OF ST, NJGUSTINE

Cambridge Univ. Press, 1970, 252pp. Scholarly insights relevant for our subject.

Mayers, Marvin K. ,
CKRISTIilNITY COIFIiONTS CULTUIiB; A Strategy for Cross-Cultural

l^angel^sm^^Zogd^r^n^ 1977, 348pp Evangelical, up-to-date, alert, construc-
*

' A how-to-do-it kind of bock,

Mattielli, ed. VIRTUES IN CONFLICT, Tradition and the Korean Woman Today . Seoul:

Samhwa (RAS) 1977, 214pp. Valuable, solid and readable.

Min, Kyung Pae, EimOOK MINJOK KYOHOI IiYUl^GSUiiGSARON, Seoul; Yunsei Taehak

Choolpansa, 1974, 259pp-

Moomaw, I.W. DEEP FURliOWS, N.Y. Agricultural Missions, Inc,, 1957, 192pp.

Well illuetrated.
Moomaw, I.W. THAT MEN MiiY PLOVii IN HOPE data not available to me

Neill, Bishop Stephen, THE CIffilSTLJ\l SOCIETY, Collins, Fontana Library, 1964

(1952), 318pp. A phenomenology of the Christian religion . Remarkable book.

Nevius, John L. PLANTING AOT DEVELOPI'ENT OF MISSIONARY CHURCHES, Baker, 1958, 92pp.

This famous and indispensable book for Korean mission and church book has many

insi^rhts for Christian culture studies and Nevius worked in this field.
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Nida, Eugene. CUSTOMS AND CULTURES- Anthropology for Christian Missions , William
Carey Library, 1976 (l954), 306pp, A continuing classic that is full of
relevant striking examples of the need for studying cultures for mission work.

Niebuhr, H. Richard, CHEUST ilND CULTURE, N.Y.: Iferper & Bros., 1951, 259pp.
Also in Korean (CLSK, 242pp. with title Kidokyo wa Moonhwa. ilnother classic
portraying the historical differences in various theological postures toward
culture. Unfortunately, though he portrays Calvin's position favorably he takes
no account of the Abraham Kuyper school's development and contribution.

Pai, Min Soo, THE KINGDOM OP GOD AtED RURaL KOREA, Christian Education Committee,

1958, 272pp. (Korean) About practical improvement of farming by a director
of the Union Christian Service Center in Taejon, Korea. There is no treatment
of church finances, evangelism, leadership training. The theology reflects
dependence on liberal thinkers such as Schweitzer, Hamack, F.C. Grant and others,

Pak, Ki Hyuk and Gamble, Sidney D. THE CH^lI'lGING KOREiiN VILLAGE, Seoul, Shin-hung
Press, 1975, 222pp.
Socio-economic aspects of rural clan villages in Korea studied 1961,2. No church
matters dealt with as such. Only "clan" villages are studied. Limited value.

Roper, D. L. A CHRISTLIN PHILOSOPHY OF CULTUHE, Potchefstroom: P. University for
CHE, 1979, 73pp. An excellent monograph that is biblical and penetrating. In
the Calvinistic and Abraham Kuyper tradition.

Schilder, Klaas, CHRIST iiND CULTURE, Premier, Winnipeg, 1977, 89pp. A most

important extended eesay newly translated from the Dutch of 1932. Richly
biblical in approach. Takes issue with Abraham Kuyper on Common Grace.

Schuurman, Egbert, REFLECTIONS ON THE TECHNOLOGIC^iL SOCIETY, Wedge, 1977, 64pp.
Representing the Toronto approach of the neo-Dooyeweerdian school of philosophy,

Richardson, Don PEiiCE CHILD, Glendale, Cal. g/l Publishers, 1974, 28Spp,

A most unusual and gri ping bock showing the power of the Gospel in savage

cultrire and the marvel of the success of a contextualized Gospel presentation
in a crisis situation where groat evil was ruling men's minds. True story.

TAICH Country Report Developme t Assistant Programs of U.S. Non Profit Organi-
zations in Korea January 1978, 49pp. Lists data on organizations serving
in Korea according tc their programs, services, budgets, personnel, etc. Cul-
tural impact and invoivcnent naturally results from these programs and they
deserve study.

Theological Educatir>n Fund, MINISTRY WITH THE POOH, Geneva, W.C.C., 80pp.
Includes assessments of Liberation Theology and also the Pentecostal Movement.

Studies disturbances of indigenous culture by missionaries. Som pro-Marxian
assertions in it.

Tillich, Paul, THEOLOGY OF CULTURE, Oxford Univ. Press, 1975 (l959)

A number of his essays collected, with alterations, by Tillich. The subj^ect

is one of T. 's central interests. The last essay - "Communicating the C ris-
tif^ji Message : A Question tc C^ristian Ministers and Teachers" contains some of

his thoughts by way of conclusion. Important for missionaries,

Toynbee, /i^old, CIVILIZATION 0N TRLlL, N.Y. : Oxford Univ, Press, 1948, 263pp.
Collected essays on history and civilization in the main.
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Toynbee, Arnold, AN HISTORIAN’S aPPROaCH TO RELIGION, London: Oxford Uhiv. Press
1956, 318pp. (also in Korean(authorized with foreword note by Toynbee) by
Kan,?, Kichul, by Ilsang Sa, 1974) Based on Gifford Lectures of 1952,53,

This fascinating and learned overview by the famed historian is full of in-
sights and historical comments on missionary history of various religions in
relationship to Christianity, and of cultural roots and consequences. In part-
icular it is a study of the seventeenth century and its revulsion from re-
ligious fanaticism and implications for today from that era in history.

Van Leeuwen, Arend Theodor, CHRISTIAI'IITY IN WORLD iiIiljTORY, N.Y. Scribner's, 1964
- 487pp. Cultural history, philosophy, theology, missions and religions -

all in impressive scope and depth. The subtitle "The Meeting of the Faiths
of East and West shows the focus. Hendrik Kraemer highly praoses it for its
comprehensiveness and knowledge. Strong in biblical-theological considerations.

Van Riessen, H. THE SOCIETY OF THE FUTURE, Presby. & Ref 'd
, 1973 » 233pp.

An analysis of modem culturao problems in a technocratic society, from a
Reformed point of view and applying sphere—sovereignty principles.

Van Til, Cornelius, COMMON GRACE AND THE GOSPEL, Presby. & Ref'd, 1973 » 233pp«
Foundational biblical study. The problem of culture and common grace is basic
and Van Til is the best thinker in this area, I believe. The best introduction
to Schilder and Abraham Kuyper's thought in this crucial area.

Van Til, Henry, THE CALVINISTIC CONCEPT 0F CULTURE, Baker, 1972. This nephew of

Cornelius Van Til presents basically his doctoral research. Also in Korean
tr. b Lee, Keim Sam of Korea Seminary

Wakatama, Pius INDEPENDENCE FOR THE THIRD WORLD CHURCH, Downer's Grove, IV Press

1976,, This ffhodesian black discusses the moratorium issue, himself a product
of missions and western training. Urges cultural sensitivity, not moratorium!

Wallis, Jim, AGENDA FOR BIBLICAL PEOPLE, Harper & Rowe, 1976, 145pp.
On developing a life-style of discipleship to Christ. Penetrating and moving.

Wallis, Wilson D. CULTURE PATTERNS IN CHRISTlAl\fITY, Coronado Press, 1972, 174pp.

Qn the responses of Christian people to the influences of non-Christian faiths.

Compiles data but gives no critique. Sources not indicated, either. But useful.

The Westminster Conference LIVING THE CHRI>oTIAI'J LIFE 1974 conference, 99pp.

Six papers on living the C^^ristian life in various eras and branches of the

Christian church. Authors include Iain f^urray and D. Marxyn Lloyd-Jones.

Wood, H.G. CHRISTIAITITY AND CIVILIZATION, Cambridge, 1942, 125pp.

Yamamori, Tetsunao and Taber, Chas. R. ,
eds. CHRISTOPAGaNISM OR INDIGENOUS CHRIST*

lANITY? Wm. Carey Library, 1975, 262pp, McGavran, Hoekendijk, Tippet and

Beyerhaus interact on a ove subject. Focus on India, Indonesia and So. Africa.

Goldthorpe, J.E. THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD, DISPiuiITY AND limVmmT,
Cambridge Univ, Press,, 1975,325pp. Looks valuable for missionaries.

Florovsky, Georges CHRISTIANITY ANT) CULTURE (Vol 2 of collected works)

Nordland Publ., 1974,245pp. The author, specializing in Eastern Church

History, has taught at Union Seip, and at Columbia, Princeton and Harvard

McKinney., 'Richard W.
^

CKEaTION CHRIST AH) CULTURE Studies in tonour of

T.F. Torrance, T. & T. Clark, 1976, 321pp. See particularly chap 19-

Northrop, F.S.C. THE IffiETING OP EAST AND WEoT, An Inquiry Concernir^ WorM
, Philosophy of culture by a Yale

e^Aeed of cul?fifes alien to each other to benefit

fromeach other rather than combat and destroy. Aesthetic comparisons, too.

Undersjtanding
tjacmill

Prof, who emphasizes th



The Exhibit of the Calligraphy for a
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Feed my sheep (John 21 ! 17)



Words of Encouragement

It is a privilege to recommend to the public the forth-

comitig Exhibit of the Calligraphy of ‘Han Mil’ (Cheong-Moon

Cheol

)

which the artist is designating as a memorial benefit

in honor of the late Lee- Sang Yang.

Lee - Sang Yatig was a young semitiary graduate and lay-

preacher who gave his life for the poor in the slums of

Seoul. Heedless of his own health, he so identified himself

with the desperate needs of the dispossessed, both physical

and spiritual, that in caring for them he failed to take

care of himself. He died in his early thirties, in 1977,

leaving a young widow and infant " son.

His fr'iend, the artist, is donating the proceeds of the

exhibit to help the family.

Of particular interest in the calligraphy of Mr, Cheong is

his use of Ch I’istian symbols hidden in the classical Chine-

se characters. Samuel HukI> Moffett

October .'tO, 1979

Fresbyteriaii Tlieological Seminary

Arise, Shine (Isaiah 60 i 1 — 2)
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and makes them companions of the one tliey willed to kill. {6}

Niebuhr points out the significance of this position as it stands in contrast

to other positions. The dualist, he points out, regards as godless any point of

view which either tries to have God under our control, by being gods ourselves

(perhaps the secularist or pan-en-theist), or believes that we are on God's side

facing all others (perhaps tlie culturists or synthesists). It is godless to

suppose tliat we can take confidence in anything that we believe is under our

control, "such as sincerity and integrity", thinking that we "can get along

witiiout grace..." (9)

The indictment of dualists against Christians who would seek to exalt

themselves or their efforts in any way is that they are still controlled by

godlessness. Our calling is to recognize our utter dependence on God.

The independent, democratic citizen has a little god inside himself in an

authoritative conscience that is not under authority. As Christians we
want to be tlie forgivers of sins, the lovers of men, new incarnations of

Christ, saviors rather tlian saved; secure in our own possession of true

religion, rather than dependent on a Lord who possesses us, chooses us,

forgives us. If we do not U y to have God under our control, then at least

we try to give ourselves the assurance that we are on His side facing the

rest of the world, not with tliat world facing Him in infinte dependence,

with no security save in Him {10}

The totality of human depravity and utter dependence on God's grace is

thie key element in dualist thinking, and as a concept shapes the practical

workings out of it They refuse to share in the optimistic conceptions of the

culturists and the synthesists, yet still reject the solution of the radicals.

Thus in the dualists view tlie whole of edifice of culture is cracked and

madly askew, the work of self -contradicting builders, erecting towers

that aspire to heaven on a fault in the earth's crust. Where the synthesist

rejoices in the rational content of law and social institutions, the dualist...

calls attention to the lust for power and the will of the strong which
,

rationalizes itself in all these social arrangements. ... In all the synthesists

defences of rational elements in culture, the dualist sees this fatal flaw,

that reason in human affairs is never separable from its egoistic, godless

perversion (1 1}

Hence the dualist joins the radical Christian in pronouncing the whole

"/'I
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world of human culture to be godless and sick unto death. But there

is tliis difference between them; the dualist knows that he belongs to

that culture and cannot get out of it, that God indeed sustains him in it

and by it, for if God in His grace did not sustain the world in its sin it

would not exist for a moment. (12)

D. A Paradoxical Theology: Sinners Living Righteously

The Dualist is forced to speak in terms of paradoxes because of his radical

position on the nature of sin and grace. Simultaneously, a Christian is a sinner

and righteous, assured of salvation, yet cannot point to anything in his life to

satisfactorily overcome insecurity, etc. (p 157) Luther, one of the best

examples of dualistic thinking, puts it this way;

See, thus are works forgiven, are without guilt and are good, not by their

own nature, but by tlie mercy and grace of God because of the faith

\vhich trust on the mercy of God. Therefore we must fear because of the

works, but comfort ourselves because of the grace of God... So we pray

with perfect confidence: "Our Father," yet petition; "Forgive us our tres-

passes". We are children and yet sinners; are acceptable and yet do not

do enough; and all tliis is the work of faith, firmly grounded in God's

grace, {13}

This introduces the first of two paradoxes Niebuhr identfies as character-

istic of the dualist position, that of law and grace.

Grace, to the dualist, sets us free from the law, yet institutes a law of its

ovm. This is the paradox. Sinners who in no way can earn their salvation, nor

can, in their best effort, do anything witliout sin, are nonetheless regarded as

righteous and are called to live righteously.

Though the law leads us to Christ in a recognition of our unworthiness

and inability to obey it, Lutlier became convicted that what was demanded

morally in the gospel was still required by his Lord. Yet this is in no way a

works righteousness or a return to the burden of tlie law, for the key to

obedience now lay in God's recreation of the soul enabling humans to do good.

This is the key to understanding Paul, Luther and dualistic thinking. It is not

the external acts God is focussing on now, as much as it is the internal "spring”

from which tlie acts flow.
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Luther understood tliat the self could not conquer self-love, but that it

was conquered when the self found its security in God, was deliver^ from

anxiety and tlius set free to serve tlie neighbor self-forgetfully... This is

the basis of Luther’s dualism. Christ deals with the fundamental prob-

lems of the moral life, he cleanses the springs of action, he creates and

recreates the ultimate community in which all action takes place. (14)

Niebuhr identifies an” interactionism" in Luther's gospel of faith which

clearly distinguishes his thought from those who would espouse a parallelistic

dualism which separates spiritual and temporal life. (15) It is important to

see that Luther is very concerned to insist that Christ's redemptive work

includes leading utterly sinful human beings to do genuinely "good" deeds, but

they are good because they are done in faith, and good because they spring

from a redeemed soul

Luther puts it Uiis way: "For nothing makes a man good except faith, nor

evil except unbelief" (16}; and "These two sayings, therefore are true: 'Good

works do not make a good man, but a good man does good works; evil works

do not make a wicked man, but a wicked man does evil works’"} 17} Actual

perfection must await the return of Christ; for now we live "between worlds";

sinners made righteous, still aw^it perfection.

The other key paradox the dualists identify has to do with divine wrath

and mercy. Historically, many dualists have sought to posit two gods, one who

is good and one who is evil, the one is concerned v/ith life and mercy, and the

other is concerned with death and wrath. The true Christian dualist as

exemplified by Luther, Paul and others, seek to "intermingle" mercy and

wrath to the end living in the tension between them. {16} Though Christ's

crucifixion was at the hands of sinners and due to the wrath of God on sin, it

neverthess was an act of love and mercy providing for the forgiveness of sins.

Likev.i.se, the evil practices of humans which are expressions of human wrath

and rebellion against God, are also "weapons in the hands of a wrathful God of

mercy"! 19} to accomplish his good will. Dualism of this sort does not claim to

answer all the questions, but seeks to do justice to all the teachings of
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In the case of the "rock 'n' roll generation" the thoughts of "(^oing

one's thing," or "rebellion against the establishment," of "if it feels so

good, it can't be wrong," of "instant gratification," of "me first," and of

"demanding rights" (without the corresponding responsibilities) are first

stoked, then fired into reality. Music excites these thoughts or images,

causes a deeper expression of them, and communicates corresponding

ideas and action when nothing else can. And this can become a serious

problem, for although music as a gift from God is basically good, an/i

abuse of this /gift would be evil. When so many minds can be influenced

by the medium of music, a greater responsibility is placed upon musicians,

vocalists, and technical engineers as well as upon the music appreciators

themselves to be discerning and selective in their choice of music and

purge from their repertoire any sounds that would encourage ungodliness,

for Scripture does admonish us to dwell on whatever is true, honorable,

5
right, pure, lovely, of good repute, and excellent.

Music, therefore, as a language becomes a medium of expression.

In the past many of us have taken "music so much for granted that we

scarcely realize that it is communicating to us, unless we hear it employed
0

in circumstances in which it does not seem to fit. . . ." Most people

would agree that music can getierate and transform emotion, but the same

people will fail to recognize the effect on the mind. The claim, however,

is real, and it is strong. Ihe music composer's message is clothed in

emotional transmission, but it does include a "view of himself, of other

men, of the universe, and of God. Music is one w+^ man s ways of

exploring and subjecting to his purposes two great creations of God --

sound and time — in such a way as to reveal the awesome wonders of

7
both." The composer, therefore, has a message to be preached. His

music becomes the medium and the pulpit through which the message is

transmitted.

MUSIC AS REL IGION: Henry Van Til in his book, The Calvinistic Concept

of Culture
,
defines culture as "that activity of man,

the image bearer of God, by which he fulfills the creation

mandate to cultivate the earth, to have dominion over it and to subdue
O

it." Culture, therefore, becomes an activity of man and the result of

humankind's adaptation to their physical, social, and ideational environment.

Echoing a Reformed point of view. Van Til stresses the spirituality of
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humankind. Since man is a spiritual being (created in the image of God),

all that he or she does is involved with the totality of his or her nature.

In this sense, humankind' s culture will be religiously oriented, but not

religiousl^ieutral.

Cultural anthropologists believe "that religion is simply a projection
Q

of the human spirit," which leads man (or woman) to create gods and

rituals in his or her own image, for his or her own purpose. In this

sense, religion becomes a cultural achievement. Van Til, on the other

hand, sees culture as subservient to religion. It is the religious orientation

of men and women which manifests itself in a specific culture.

The reason religion cannot be subsumed under culture is the

fact that whereas man as a religious being transcends all

his activities under the sun, culture is but one aspect of the
jq

V sum total of these activities and their results in forming history.

Within the "rock culture" are spiritual beings who both actively and

passively profess a religion which is communicated through the music of

"rock 'n' roll.** I3ul the music is not only a communicat/’or! It is also

a religion, for it has become the object of commitment and devotion by

those who identify themselves with the "rock culture." A popular song

a few years ago was entitled "1 Believe in Music." The song was an

actual prophetic utterance, for rock music has become a religiorpy provi-

1

1

'

ding "emotional satisfaction and mystical excitement." In a sense,

"rock 'n' roll" is the high priest of the culture for it ministers to the

emotional needs of the listeners.

This sentiment is echoed by Craig Cha^uico, guitarist for the Jefferson

Starship, who has said that "rock concerts are the churches of today,

1

2

(for) rock music puts them (the listeners) on a spiritual plane." The

late jimi Hendrix in a Life magazine interview agreed. "Music is a

spiritual thing," he said. "You can hypnotize people with music. And

when you get them at their weakest point, you (the musicians) can preach

into their subconscious what you want to say." David Crosby, formerly

with the Byrds, and then with Crosby, Stills, and Nash, said that "rock

musicians are consciously and deliberately attempting by music to raise

the spiritual level of their listeners." Simon Frith in his book, Sound

Effects, quotes Wilfred Mellers and suggests that the long-playing record

has "transplanted ritual from temple or theatre into any place where two
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or three may gather."

As missionaries to the "rock culture," we must be aware of the re-

ligious fervor that music produces. As a missionary to Korea would

study "Shamanism" or a missionary to Haiti the rites of voodoo in order

to understand the mentality of the people, so, too, would the missionary

to the "rock culture" study the music. Realizing our fight is a spiritual

one, we must obtain a foothold on the battlefield. This is done by

applying the principles of applied cultural anthropology to the mission field

of ^ock culture." A missionary is an agent of culture change in that

he or she seeks to establish, consolidate, and perpetuate the gospel of

Christ in an environment which is either actively or passively anti-Christ.

As an agent of cultural change (the religious aspect), the missionary must

be interested in the local cultural context in order to know and under-

stand how to become "all things to all men."

Knowledge of the "rock culture" is necessary if the gospel message

is to be procliftned to members within the culture. A missionary to this

culture must know the fine details of the rock lifestyle in order to under-

stand what his future converts are struggling with or going through. The

music speaks to these struggles. Iherefore, the missionairy, who seeks

to give spiritual guidance, must understand the music in order to under-

stand the culture, lie or she must also discern what is morally right and

wrong with the music as well as what is in accord with human nature

1

6

and what is not.* Once the missionary has earned his or her right to

be heard by those within the culture, he or she then can and must wage

the spiritual battle to rid the culture of those influences which are

anti-Christ.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF EVIL: Within all aspects of society, one can

readily see the influence of Satan. His philosophy per-

vades many aspects of culture. Rock and roll music

has not been left untouched but has been a breeding ground for demonic

influence. 1 will delineate the various character traits of the adversary,

the devil, and will show how they have been manifested in the music of

the "rock culture."
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Paul Tillich stands in the great line of Christian theologians

who have struggled to define the proper relationship between

religion and culture. In his own tlieological system Tillich seeks

to balance a concern for the eternal truths of the Christian faith

with a sensitivity to the contemporary cultural situation. At the

outset of his S y s t e m a t i c 1' h e o 1 o g y I'illich states that, "Theology,

as a function of the Church must serve the needs of the Church.

A theological system is supfiosed to satisfy two basic needs: the

statement of the truth of the Christian message, and the interpret-

ation of this trutli for every new generation. Theology moves back

and forth between these two poles, the eternal truth of its

foundation and the tern [) oral situation in which the eternal truth

must be received."^

Within the broader sco[)e of his Systematic Theology Tillich

also formulates a theology ot culture in attempts to overcome tlie

wide gulf which separates religion from contemporary culture. In

the context of the current estrangement between religion and culture

Tillich seeks for reconciliation and the re-establishment of

religion as the foundation of all culture.

In the following analysis of Tillich's theology of culture

one basic question will be central: How does Tillich understand

the relationship between religion and culture? I will address

this question by examining four specific features of Tillich's

theology of culture: its apologetic aim, its existential analysis,

its typological approach, and its concrete application.

The basic aim of Tillich's theology of culture is to establish

an understanding of religion as the fundamental aspect of human
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the traditional language of the Christian Church. Tillich

strives to set the Church free to discover new and more powerful

ways to communicate the experience of being ultimately concerned.

In the cultural sphere the crisis of estrangement manifests

itself in the onslaught of technology and industrialism. The

modern Western world is caught uj) in the complex machinery of

its own making. The machines wliich humanity creates to serve

its own purposes, become the objects of humanity’s own devotion

and service. In this mechanized and industrialized age life is

measured in terms of its p tactical and functional benefits.

Cultural expressions have become empty and void of meaning.

Relationships have become shallow and superficial.

Tillich's assessment of estrangement in culture focuses

particularly on the nature of human relationships. Taking his

lead from Martin Buber, 'I'il licit points out that relationships

are to often reduced from being 1-Thou to I-It encounters.

In the I-It encounter "the Thou becomes a thing and is put by

us into time and sjtace under the law of causality. The relation

in which both sides are comjtletely involved has become a de-

tached relation; Cod not less than man, and man no less than

tree become things, objects and the 1 becomes a subject looking

at them but not in full relation with them. Only a part of

one's being... is involved.'^ ^ I-lt relationships lose the depth

dimension of meaning and serve only as an external structure in

which no true partici[)ation between subjects can occur.

In contrast to the 1-lt relation, I-Thou relationships
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are characterized l)y true participation between two subjects.

This two-way encounter between an 1 and a Thou represents the

very core of every authentic religious experience. In such an

encounter human beings participate as whole persons and tliey

encounter God not as an object but as the true subject who

gives substance and meaning to all relationships.

Though Tillich acknowledges the tragic estrangement

between religion and culture, he also recognizes their essential

and inseparable relationship to eacli other. He asserts that

religion is the substance of culture and culture in all its

1 2
totality is the form of religion. Essentially religion provides

the depth dimension of ultimate concern to which culture gives

expression in a wide variety of forms.

In order to understand tlie pro[)er relationship between the

substance of religion and the forms of culture three of Tillich's

key typologies must be outlined. Each typology represents a

different stage in the relationsliip between religion and culture.

Autonomy refers to the first stage. In this phase culture

"relates itself to the conditioned forms and their unity without

1 3
giving heed to the unconditioned meaning." In this sense

culture asserts its own autliority to define and express the

Unconditional. Thus there is no absolute criterion upon which

all ultimate concerns can be judged. Culture is bound by its

own conditioned understanding of meaning instead of being shaped

by the demand for unconditioned meaning. Humanity becomes the

measure of all things. Truth and the meaning of existence

become relativized according t(i the whims of human cultural

expressn ons .
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In asserting its own autonomy culture seeks to establish

an independent relationship to religion. However, as a result

culture cuts itself off from the dimension of life which offers

fulfillment for all its conditioned forms of meaning. By

itself culture stands incomplete and unfulfilled--unable to

offer a substantial answer to the questions posed by its own

creative expressions.

Tillich finds an exani[)Ie of cultural autonomy in the decline

1 4
of Greek rationalism into skepticism and the "new archaicism".

Without some basic religious orientation Greek philosophy was

doomed to lose its creative power. In^his comraentary'^on Tillich's

philosophy of culture, James Luther Adams notes that, "The modern

history of autonomy has |)ursued the same course, ending in the

emptiness of present day capital ism."^^

Heteronomy represents the second way by which religion and

culture may be related. In the heteronomous relationship, religion

imposes particular forms of beliefs or structures of meaning on

culture from the outside. Certain religious traditions or specific

doctrines become the only way the ultimate is recognized and

expressed. Culture -must conform to the forms of revelation

which religion alone recognizes as Vcilid. In fact religion

exercises a ruthless im[)etialism, subjecting the substance of

ultimate reality to particular forms, "such asa book, a

I II
i 6

person, a community, an institution, or doctrine....

In this case religion is guilty of idolatry since it elevates

its own finite forms to the status of ultimate concern. When
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culture confronts religious imperialism it rebels and goes its

own way in search of forms which more adequately express its

own understanding c')! ultimate meaning.

In the case of autonomy, cultural forms are affirmed without

regard for religious substance. In the context of heteronomy

religious substance bears no relations li ip to cultural forms.

However, if religion and culture are to be properly related,

both form and substance must coincide. Thus a third typology

msut be explored.

Tillich understands theononiy to be the key ingredient in

establishing the interpenetration of religion and culture. In

a theonomous relationship "autonomous forms are imbued with a

transcendant import support ing and breaking through them."^^

In this relationship two essential elements must be held in

tension: Logos and Kaiios. Logos represents the universal

unconditional substance of all religious experience— the essence

of Revelation. Kairos "is tlie concept relating the Unconditioned

1 8
to the present." It signifies an openness to the timeliness

of each particular situation and a recognition of the changing

forms in which Revelation is perceived. Thus the theonomous

relationship is realized in two im[)ortant ways; 1) when

culture affirms the religious claim that there is an ultimate

depth dimension in all of life and 2) when religion affirms

that culture has the freedom to express that depth dimension

in a wide variety of cre^itive fcrrms.

Where can we look for signs of a theonomous relationship

between religion and culture? More specifically, how can the

concept of theononiy be ap|)iied t(i a Christian encounter with
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other religions? First, Christians must recognize the value

of the religious convictions in other cultures. This recognition

must be based on the claim that the revelation of the Ultimate

occurs within different forms in different cultures. Christians

must listen with sensitivity and understanding to the way God

reveals Himself in different cultural contexts.

Second, Christians must constantly hold up the Protestant

principle as the basis for critically assessing all religions,

including Christianity. In other words, Christians must be on

guard lest its own, or any other religion’s forms (i.e. tradition

or language) become the object of ultimate concern.

Third, Christians must affirm the centrality of the Christ
their

event in '/ encounter with ottier religions. The Cross holds

the key to the human encounter with God. In Christ we see

a particular humati t)eing sacrific ing Himself in order to fully

disclose the Lord of all creation.

One exciting example of how Tillich's concept of theonomy

has been applied in contemporary mission work is chronicled

in Don Richardson's Peace Cliild . Richardson describes how

he and his family entered into a modern day Stone Age culture with

hopes of establishing the gospel there. Instead of imposing

alien religious concepts and traditions upon the Sawi culture,

Richardson sought to convey the Christian faith through cultural

symbols and traditions which were familiar to the Sawi.

Richardson began by learning the language of the Sawis

and exploring their own religious traditions. In doing so he

discovered an amazing parallel between Sawi custom and the
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Christian faith--the role of the Peace Child, sacrificed on

behalf of a member of one clan in order to establish peaceful

relations with another clan. Richardson speaks of the Peace

Child as the essential "redemptive analogy" which provides

the link between the Sawis and the gospel. Christ represents

the true Peace Child given once and for all by the Almighty

God for the purpose of establishing peace and harmony with

humanity. ^
*-w

Richardson's sensitive encount(3r with the Sawis illustrates

a practical application of lillich's concept of theonomy. Peace

Child offers a compelling account of the way religion and culture

can interpenetrate in constructive, redemptive ways. As Christians

continue to engage in various cultures around the world they

must carry Tillich's vision of theonomy with them. For only

when the substance of the Christian faith can find expression

in various cultural foinis can Christianity claim faithfulness

to Christ's command:

"Go therefore and make disciples of all nations,..."

I
-J
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In '.reduction

Tl:e title of this paper may sound stran<~;e to pooplo in tl.e West but it is

an issue that almost every Clinese Christian will one day have to face in his

or ':er life. It is the conviction nd personal experience of me and my wife and

'.an;.' ot' or Chinese brothers and sisters tliat this issue is crucial to one's own

in:e rity, and above all, to his or her to timony wit in the family and beyond.

It is evident tliat the problem is culturally biased but we have only "one God

and Father of., all v;ho is over all and through all and in all" ( Eph,4:6 ) and

"e iias ~:iven us only one ible which is to be our pviide in all cultural circumstances,

'hus I believe that God's V/ord. is not neutral on this issue and it is the attempt

of thiis es-say to demonstrate it.

Due to the scope of the pai>er th.o is.sue \/ill he narrov/ed down to three

cases and hopefully the basic principles will be evidently laid out in so doinp;.

The three chosen are the occasions of Ch' in*’ HiipT ( the day of visiting the grave,

see below ), Chinese Ilev/ Year and tnerriage. It has long b -en the Chinese tradition,

as far back as 1000 E,C,
,
for the descendants to offe ' sacrifice and bov/ dovm

d
on their knees to the graves of their ancestors at Cl.' ing Hing, At the marriage

ceremony and also at th.e annual Chinese Hew Year festival, the couple is required

to bow down to the parents v;ho are still alive. As early as the seventeenth

ce'tury the Catholic iriis£;i onaries had to face t’.o question of deciding whether

or not t'..eir converts v.'ould be allovjed to continue these practices. The basic

question is : .\re these rites truly religious or are they leas tlian that, something

like respect or memorials ? It wa-''- far fro , being an academic question. Indeed

it took cn the proportions of a major doctrinal dispute, kno\m in history as the

"Hites Crmtroversy"
,
involving i opes and Chinese emperors and leading eventually

to the downfall of the Jesuit position i.i Cliina and expulsi‘>n of all missionaries
2

from .'hina soil,'

similarly in the nineteenth c ntury the issue again became controversial.

The Chinese Govenor liao Cong Moan v/role a petition in 1P67 asking for the

li’:'itetion of C' inesa evangelistic activities because "they do not have v/orshi ping

3
ancestors as ics first luty, Tiii.s perv.n'se and decadent teaching !" And as

I have testified above, it is still a problem facing Chinese Christians all over

the world today. Hence tlio issue should not be only of interest to the missionaries

of the mast but to anyc.ns v/bo ..ants to bring the gosi'el to the Chinese ,
be he

hinself a Chinese or a non-Chinese,



•‘ov/ever the .'jir; of this paper is not to dwell on historical facts,

ir:;port3.nt as they are. hat'.er it ai:ns at po'ntinrj towards some possible

solutions to tl'.e ^iroble The approach that I adojit is first to delineate

v.'hat the Bible has to say on t'lis issue. Secondly, these Biblical principles

are applied to the different situations that arise. Finally, in lipht of

t-’.e norms of the Bible and the situ .tional perspectives, alternatives are

su2£;ested to achieve brir.f^in^ plory to Sod in the^' ifferent circumstances.

b'hat T:ie Bible Says

Tliere is no specific stipulation ii'^he Bible as to vfnether one should

bow downi or kneel to 'raveyards or not. But it dc s supply enoufjh examples

for us to drav; the --uidin^p principles. There are tliree v/ords commonly used

in the Old Testament to convey the r.eaninp of bov/in;^ dovm or kneeling. The

ve b -V“)3means to bow do\/n or to l:neel ( II iCi,1:13 ). It is applicable both

to bending in aeneral ( for example, a v/o;:ian bending to labour pain in I Sam, 19 )

/f

and to bowing in \/orr3''ip and obeisance. The v/ord 7* occurs most commonly
5

in the Old Testament to mean become ] ow or to worship. It is v/orth noting

t’-;at in two cases it means to ?o ohoinanco before another human being by

hov.'in; ( Isa,60:i-f; Frov.lh:lO ),

IT.e most inter'mting word islT p . It refe s to tlie bowing of one's

’•ead em.plin siring obeisancg, 'ence it has a Very restricted use, to be distinguished

from all other words for "low”,*^ It emphasizes de’'otion ; nd occurs at especially

c 'uci'’! times v;hen one's attitude towards 'lod is t:-pifierl by the deepest awe

end reverence. Thus U;o word is raeii '.’hen Eliezer's prayer is miraculously

answered ( Gen. 24^26 ), at each of the recorded dedication' of the Temple

( I Chron,29:2E; II Gliron.29: 30; He^’.orb ). It is int eresting to note t‘ at

the '.reek word ;p>«rr*'<^»^crt^^iGed to translate -jTp in LfX, when used in the Hew

T:ata ..ent in t^'.e sense of bowing !own, is also restricted to v/orohip of God

( Kt.3:2; 1‘'-:2d; Me. 5:6 ).

The above v.'ord study shows t' at the idea of worship is not alv/ays

casseciated with tlie act of ho\;ing or kneeling except in the case of TTp .

Cn the ot er hand, t’aj important ^oint is tliat Old Testament v/riters purposely

reserve a special v;ord for bowing dovm to './orship God,

Further insi 'ht can be obtained by categorizing the occasions of bov/in;^,

or .meet ing accoixlin ' o tb.eir oh.iects, 'h v;in • to God in worship is not only

aerr. ittod but we are ea' orted to o so. The psnlicist Siam's, " Gome
,
let us



\;orsliip and bov/ dcvm; }et us hneel before the I.ord our Malcer, For He is our

God, and v;e are the people of his pasture, and the sheep of His hand” ( Ps,

o^‘:d, 7 ). All these are set in covenantal background, v/e kne 1 to God because

i'O is sovereii^n Lord and we are His suzerains. On the other !iand, bov/in?;; do\im

to other gods are forbidden for this is exactly a. brealcing of the covenant,

The Hook of Judges tells us that the Israelites "forsook the Lord, the God

of their fathers, v;ho ad brouyh.t them out of the land of Egypt, and follov/ed

other ods from aLiong of the ^'ooples u'ho '..ere around them, and bowed

t e:.;selves dov;n to them; thus they provoked the Lord to anger” ( Judges 2M?. ),

The third cate^ory^s that of bov/.'nj dovm to humc'.n beings. In the Ancient

hear East context, bowing lown or kneeling to luiman beings v/as an act of

is fat! er-in lav/ ( Ex,1o:7 ), It was obvious that it v/as a case of politeness

rather than an act of \;orsliip, for tl^e text says "he bowed down nd kissed him,

rd they asked each other of their welfare,” But v/lien everyone bov/ed ilc.vm

to I'ainan t'n^x'agite, I'or ^ecai diil ne t nnd the Bible told us that the reason

;-s due, Hainan was risin in i o\/er and lionor and must have thought that he v/as

ord over all. So the text told us that it \:ar> not right for kordecai, or any

one ’..’ould breach the cc'Venant, 'linilarly we find in the Book of Daniel, th.e

t ree friends of Daniel refund to fall do\m and \/orship the golden statue

ich Ilebuc'iadnezzar built ( Dan, 3:12 ). D^litzscli said that Z1 was more

] il.ely to be an ina;:e in human Ik euo/js, re, resenti ng the v/orld power fi unded
7

!>y He- uci.adnezzar. Go tine th.reo refn.-od and rightl.y so, to v/orship human beings

(
' 11 dovm ) of Daniel 3 isKn}T<\ Thit, vtrb is usd in the temptations of Jesus

're t'.e Devil aslced Jesus to fall down and v/orship hhn ( Mt,4:9 ). At the

So v/e are led to the conclusion that bov/ing lov/n or kneeling may be an act

01 olitenoss or worship. If it is tie 1-itter case, it can only be given to God

new, to pay La.an the 'xnors that v/ero really due to God alone, for in so doin-;

ther thann the true God, Tlie '^ro dc word used in the L^Cv to translate

same time vd.en the Apostle ‘^ohn v/anted to fall do\;n and \;orship th.e angel, the

latter said, ” Do not do t’ ot b\it v'ors’;ip God” ( Lev. 22:8, 9 ),

X _



a‘.:d act to any other liu ;.an beiuEs, imcEes or false Eods. This can be seen as the

application of the First Goninandnent in w’:ich God der.iands exclusive v/orship

1 ocause v;e rust pay exclusive loyalty to our covenant Lord, Bowing dovra to

.orship anything ( Lev.B'S: 1 ) or anyone besides the covensmt Lord belongs

to the same cate'’ory as divination ( Dt.1^: 9-1^1- ) and human sacrifice ( Lev,

), and is thus detestable to t e Lord ( Dt,l8;1B ),

.hat Tlie Real' Situations Are

From the above section v/o alrea'Jy hnow th t the act of bov/ing or kneeling

.'?3 different meaninas, dependin'-'' on Hie circumstances, in tiie Bible and giving

nise to different stipul tions. h’e v/ill now proceed to apply the X)rinciples so

(’rav.T. out to the different situations t’ne Chiine;30 Christians are facing. To

simplify t le case, ^
’ iM livide the discussion into bowing dcvm or '-nvn-.'liTig

“c the 'ecod and to the living, ’,<'hy do the Chinese lineel to their parents

.'uring tlie marriage cere ny and ilso at the Chinese ilev/ Year ? This is

def nitely an a.ct of extreme respect. People usually relates this to the

'h'.iuece concept of filiality. The vr itten symbol for filiality ( '^) consists

of t e ""raph of old (^ ) siu ported iy the grajdi of son ( --f') placed un-ierneath,

s’-cw'np f .e auth.orihy of ^he parents, I'-oncius said,"'..'hich is the greatest

uty Juty to parents is the retest.

,

Among our many duties, the duty

rf '.erving the p-Tonts is fundem ntal” , In the past, linrriage v/as not seen

r narily s a union of man and w man to satisfy t’leir personal desires. Rather

^he Chinese tended to thinlc of it Yn-'imarily for the support of the older
9

"

eneration. The duty of the Chinese children v/as tUoore^b icelly to devote

Teem, elves witl.c\it reserv tion to the v/olfnre of their parents. The duty of a

son's 'viie v/as lo share i'n this complete hevotion to ler husband's parents.

On tlie of er hand, tbere is anotbe - .lore 'religious' reason behind/^

J afuci';.; said,''dh.e body, 'be hair and sl;in are received from our pn rents,,,.

It is t!'e right of parents to put an imfil ial child to death for his life is
10

rro .;hem," Since the areuts ftve life to the son, they were supposed to

.ve coi.u'lete lords' ip over him. As C.k.Yang pointed out, "A vital factor in

t e 'u.itb,oritative s*.ructure of tlic traditioii'vl G’dner.o far.ily lay in tlie

11
ycten oi arranged marriage." And the son atid his \/ife were required to l.ive

•..If 'is p'aronts, ov.nad al oluLe ofvdience to t em and had no independ ut

r irtg rights. In a suire, he a’’ont.i ere tlie ‘ ods in the mind of their ^

i'-.-ren, fhus bowin’; down \ws not iust a ,-f^esturo of respect buybne of payinf;

‘ or worship. The . ] ^hiif; liow Year coromony can be seen in the

-'C : ro’un of cc enant renev.’al, lIio hci,,'\ng down \;as f :o ple'lge of covenant

- A _
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loyalty. In the marri.iC- ceremony, tho covenant loyalty of the new i.'ienber

was ex ressed bov/iuj-; This v/^s ;ust anc-tlior part of the whole

yroced'.ire, c ilculate 1 to relniort’o the suVjordinati.cn of the young couple

to the parents, lo v/e can see ‘.hat t' ose two traditional ceremonies grew

out of an afiieistic thought j)attern in w’:icVi parents were given extreme

resrect, and more tiian that, aonor and obedience that is due to God and Him

a]cne. This is a form of idolatoi’y, worshippinr; and serving tiie creature

rat^*''r than the Greater ( ), he should be thanl<ful to our parents for

cur lives co-.e indireo tly t- rau ,Vi t era from the Creator, But tViare could

be nc compromise and v?e are told to "oVjoy your parents in the Lord" ( Spli,

6:1, emphasis mine ),

In the igVit of the Chinese family system and its hieracliic- 1 structure,

it is a.S3umed tViat the original relationships re ..ain in full force despite

T ^
death. In fact, bee 'use of tl.e i/.ysteriousness of tlioir post-raortej;? condition

the eceased eniors are conceived to possess even more control than tl;ey

OEsess in life, “ Tl.e love and le- r of the son for the fat.ier are pergnaps

'.ncreased by the la.t'or*s C'ntinuing jmesonce in sj:iritual rather than physical

form. The ancestors are thus deified.

It should be m; te> tliat th..3 r-.ajoril y of the deities in CViinese tradition

are actually historical Ti ;u]’es cf the past. Thus Guan Gong ( Duke Guan

—

tlie righteous deity ) was actuallv a lii.storical eneral born in A,D, 152. in .

to the Gut reme Ruler in Hejven, thereby able to intercede for blessin s or

'M-it

t’ne Three Kingdom xeriod, Tlio powjr of these ancestors over their descendrnts -tui ^
I . 1 I**

seems to derive from their belief that tViey rise up after death to be near

t-y-r

c.cla’ ities, On th.e other land, the do'd also do end on their descendants

for maintenance of their existence in the 'other' world. If they are not

properly cared for, t' eir 'hosts will appear. Being in such a wretched
13

ocition, they v;ill cause a great lea], of troulTlo in revenge. Tins is

'.ct just a past -•non hut is still prevalent in Chinese people today,

Thus a v/riter said •ihiout the .entaliVy of his intsrvievrirs in 196?,

There is no doubl: 'bout the e::istence of gui ( ghost ), Follov/ing
th.e riots last y'or, almc t every day soir.eone v/as killed by a motor
car near the rci^itaurant, , . . the ghosts of the wronged never talce rest.

14
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'u’ith this colorin," by the concept of deification of the ancestors,

the Ch' ing v;as shifted from a spring festival to ancestc/ral worship.

Tlius Skerhald said of Gl.' ing Hinf;,

The primitive symbolism of love and free mixing in the fields has

given way to the darker aspects of protection of fertility and life

through the helpful ancestor spirits.... a love feast has become

a festival of the dead.... dances are now unl:nov/.i, one now kji^p^els

dov/n and bov/s solenniy in fr nt of th.e tO!.;bstone in prayers.

What is the Biblicel answer to this ^ ITie author of Hebrews says

f.i t "it is appointed for men to die once and cifter this comes judgement”

( i:eb.9':27 ).I>e.v.d men have vio po\/er ove ' us, rather they too are to be

;jud;;ed hy ;hr’st wlio is Lord of all. Cven if tho lead man is used by

ti.e Devil, in cases similar to the evil spirits in the Gospel, they still

have no control over ns for if v/e resist him lie v/ill flee from us ( James

h-7 ). The v/ords of Paul are also applicable liere,” Me knew that there is

no such thing as an id 1 in the virrld, and that there is no God but one.

For even if there are so-called gods whether in heaven or on earth, as

indeed there are many ^ods and many lords, yet for us there is hut one

God, the Father, from whom are all things, and \;e exist for Him; and
are

one Lord, Jesus Ihidst, by ’;lKm/\sl 1 thin~:s
,
and v/e exist through Him”

( I Cor. 8:1, 6 ). Paul is sa; ing an idol is nothing, a dead man is nothing.

If we v;orship the dead, attribute power and authority to them, v/e are

actually f>vactisiur .aloe worship. Kneeling before tombs in this sense

is absolutely intolerable ( c.f. Lev, 26:1 ).

V.'hat Should Be Our Attitude

In our preced ng discussion \/e have seen th.at bov/ing or lineelin;

to C’linese parents, live or dead, usuolly carries a religious overtone,

This practice is not acce; tr-ble to the covenant Lord for in so doing

we do not give com lete a"'le iance to God, But mo are not liv*ing in

ohis v'orld alone. Me need to seek to glorify God in all situations, talcing

into account t' e crm .ian ' to love all men ( p^lcrifying God also ), incl'.jdling

our parents, relatives, friends and fellow Christians,

The iroat missionary to gngland,Au, ustine, after landing on the

Dritish soil, \/rote a letter to Pope Gregory tho Gro^t in 596 A.D., asliing

b



to do about the rites and roll, ious festivals of the Anglo-Saxon

peo'.'lc, Gregory said instead of utterly condomiiv; and destroying these

rel igious customs, t':e s'drit of ristia.nity v;as, as far as possible,

to ta:e possession of -r'A Irausfor : t en, eliminating all that v/jre

superstitious and false '.i.ile pr sevvin |ti:e .Id na es and v/hatever of truth

the old idea riirlit contain, to t-'.c end tint t rou 'h having some outward

,1"ys, they may inc.re easily -i reo to a-'c rot true rnv;ard joy, J.II, Davincl:

also pointed out tl • t t o Christian life does not adapt itself into non-

believers' forms of life completely ( accomodation ), rather it talees

t'.e latter in possession and tho ’oby mahos them ne\/ ( possossio ) , for

1 7
oever is in Christ is a nev.’ cro-.cure ( II Cor.sM?

To follov; the wisdom o'!” Gre-'ory 'oe must first find out v/hat is

really involved, the parents thin’:i.ng in ters.s of absolute lordship

; on wo bov/ to them in Chinese hov; ear ? Are tlioy thiiilcin<g' of '’drn'tting

a new member as the^r subject in the marriage ceremony of kneeling ? If

t' e answer is yes
,
then no compro:.ise could bo inade. However this should

be ’landled in a very careftil way, for these are important occasions, the

Chinese Kev; Year be hr; tlie evoiit of the year r.nd the marriage ceremony

being the event in too life of the arents. It v;ould be disastrous and

c usin- a broach. be;-ond repair and .-onsequontly a hindrance to the gospel

ii o e.i conflicts are iv;oduce.l on such occasions. As Christians v;e are

called to honor our parents ar.d due respect must bo given to them at all

times. This Chine.ee virtue of givin
;
honor and respect to parents should

alv:ays be treasured and not liwhtly sa n'iticed, Ily personal experience

as a Chinese Christian and that of many others is that if a Christian

really practices wh t he believe:! in, tbe unbelieving piarents v/ill respect

t..eir inteprity and the T~^nfl ict can usualloy be avoided.

This problem sh.oi.ld not bav ' arised if tl*e prarents are Christians.

ut t ere may be c'-ses wliere Cl.ristian p^arents somehow still keep their

cultural traditi ns. In this ca o the Cliristian children should seek

v.'ays to r.ialie clear whit is involved. In no instance should o^en rebuke

03 used. On the othe ' hand, if the p^a ents are not believers and they

insist on tl'.c practice as a vow of ab:.olute allegiance, then confrontation

c nnot be an.^oided. For if one concedes on this matter, cue loses his integrity

- 7 -



and nore ’oppression’ will come. !Iow ver t;ie confrontation should be

restricted to statin^r; our reas ns for not doing. It should be done to

.Icrify God rather than to dovmplay our pa'^ents. It should be done with

strong i ra or suprort. To jether v.'ith tliat we need to show our parents "t

1P
that we love and r-es' ect t ie ve"y i.iuc}i, Tlie ultimate v/ay of showing

err love to them is really to tell them about the gospel of Jesus Christ

which can save our loved ones from eternal da:r.nation, \/e must always

lave the heart of Pau? in that we could wish that we ourselves were

accursed, sepercted from Christ for the sa!:e of lour ’parents’ ( Rm.9i1-3)*

;hat a' out hneel ing down before he tombs ? Afjain it must be stressed

that informations should bo gathered before the occasion^ for the scene

at t .G grave is a very emoLional tne. If indeed the relatives or the

•. idow or widower are thinkinw about ancestor worship, we should have no

part to o with it. He; otiations sbould be made beforeliand to find alteinatives

for sho’./ing our res, ect to the dead v/ithout false worship. It is here

th.at the suggestions of early :idssicn''rios in China are found to be very

’elp'ul. One of them ;:ai'',

At tb.e Ch'ing Hin,; the heathen are ropairiii;; t^ieir graves, covering
them v/ith paper .cuoy and be\;nilin;; h polessly their lost ones. Let
us shov; them the better way, , , In some parts of India earl.y Easter
morning the Ohri tians go to t o cemetery cand cover the graves with
white flov;ers; tl.eu they sing an Easter byrnn, listen to a few words
of Christian hope cuud encoura/ ement and exchange salutations. If
such a practice is appropiate in India, whore there is n thing special
in the old religions su

.
est, how r.uch more appropiate and instructive

it \.'ould be in China.

I thinl: if our inte rity is evident in our daily life it is not

’•.ard for us to ret approval of our alternative moans to show respect at

t :e '’raveyard. We can say a prayer to God to l.liank what the dead had done

-.'-en he or she was still livin ;. To nrirrato the
/
ood deeds of the ancestors

Is anotlior good v;ay of sb.owing our respect to ancestors. Host important of

all, the misconception of immortality of the soul and the need for

sustaining tl.e welfare of V. o dead by tl.e living can only be removed
?.0

)y t:.e hope of ur bodily resurrection, ‘ U'e sbould talce this occasion

- 8 -
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to explain to ilie kinsu'in v/ ' t in n ant v;l.en the Bible saya "with th': trumpet

01 God; ''and tlie dead in (hr.rist shall rise first" ( I Th.hilG ), This should

be done with the pui-po.'^ of reachin.-; out to the heart.' of those vd;o are

still a.live. "The stinij of death is sin, and the power of sin is the lav/;

but than]cs be to Go
,

v/ho I'ives us the vid.ory through our Lord Jecu,.

Glirist" ( I Cor. 15: '*'5, '’7 ). These v/ords are our ans'./er, advice and comfort

to both the livin and the '.head.

Uhat should bo our response if we are sure that there ^ no idolatrous

eloi.ents involved, thoug h unlikely, in t'le mind of the parents when they

ask. us to k.neel at Cliinese Hew Year, marria.ye ceremony or Gh'inp-; Ming ?

In other words, how are \;o to safei;uard our testimony to people apart from

ur parents ? The tradition of Ch'inr; I'ing as related to ancestor v/orship

has such a long tra ition a.vd is so deeply er;ibedded|in the minds of the

people thn.t it is really very hard to dissociate the kneeling at the

yaves from iyious or superr>titious motives. For a Christian to kneel

at the ^yaves, even luiowing that the r.urvivinr parent has nq^ such intentions,

would be a bad testnmmy and a h.iudrance to propagation of the gospel to

people other than tl.o understanding p.'’.rent(s) , But most important of all it

v.’ould be stui.ibling Block to \/eak.er brothers or sisters. If a weaker member

in Christ is not too sure ’b'out tlie act and ho Joes It because of our

•testimony', then he is sinning a :aiust his ov/n conscience, doing what he

believes is v\'rong ( ,

ielJin,; to tlie pov/ers of dead, an act of idolatOry )

even though it may Be oh Joe lively net v/ron,; ( for t'’e dead has no real

poi.'or ). He acts out of reboll.ion •'.ml tlius sins objectively ( Rrn.Tk*?.3 ).

'.Je must remember Jesus' saying that "' oe to that nan through whom the

stumbling blcck comes ' " ( Mt.1^’*7 ) On the otlier hand, bowing to living

parents will not alv'ays be as:ociatod ’,/ith superstition in the minds of

bystanders, TBds, iiO\/o’.or , still needs a lot of \/isdom to decide and 'we

:iuct act carefully under Uc ipiidauco of tlie Spirit,

Conclusion

Me have :'.ow come to t.he end of o.;r discussion, Bhiat r.ay seem to

non-CiiinesQ a very trivial iirobl ern is found to involve a lot of complicated

issues. Tl.ese issu:s are especially touch/ for tliey occur among a culture

- 9 -



ere fard] y is so precious to all. The above discussion is definitely

not tlie final v/ord in the matter. Iluch v;ork needs to be d ne alon^j the lines

of better liandlin^ the situations, especially in relationsliip to not only

maintaining our integrity but also to give a positive witness for Jesus

f'.'.rist, at whose Name ’’ every knee should bo\/, of those who are in heaven,

':d on earth, and under the earth, and that even^f ton ;ue should confess

thiat Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of Cod tlie Jather” ( Phil,2;10,11 ),

t,-

?

nv*'* v .1 A w. '^.V

V

^
1 V"'-’ ’ 1

,^ |j

.vA nr'0-n'

V*'" I
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INTRODUCTION

Democracy is dearly held by most Americans; it is our reason d'etre, our

passion for freedom. It is the product our foreign policy often seeks to ex-

port. Without a doubt, it is one of the cornerstones of our culture and is

foundational to our societal norms. Democracy is so entrenched in the 'Ameri-

can way' that it is, as John Yoder lias stated, "a slogan... so established that

to ask about its credentials has become a non-question."^

But democracy, like any other cultural element, cannot be merely taken at

face value by the Christian, for our ultimate allegiance goes beyond a politi-

cal form— to a Person, Jesus Christ. Therefore, the Christian must ask, "What

is the relationship between Christianity and democracy?"

To attempt to answer this question we will adapt the five Christ and cul-

2
ture motifs by H. Richard Niebuhr. We will examine Christ against democracy,

(> the Christ of democracy, Christ above democracy, Christ and democracy in para-

dox, and Christ the transformer of democracy in their historical, theological,

and ecclesiastical expressions. The approach of this paper, like Niebuhr's

work, will be more descriptive than prescriptive, hence the question, "What

is the relationship..." will have many answers. The guiding question should

not be interpreted as "What should be the relationship..."

First, we must define our terms, at least roughly. By ^Christ', I refer

to the historical, if not orthodox, Christian faith finding its expression in

^John H. Yoder, "The Christian Case for Democracy," Journal of Religious

Ethics 5 (Fall 1977) : 209.

2
H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper & Row, 1951).

1
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in its various denominational forms. By 'democracy', I refer to the concept

of universal human rights and full social and political participation based

upon the inherent worth of every man.

CHRIST AGAINST DEMOCRACY

Is Christ against democracy? A historical look at the origins of demo-

cracy might lead one to be more open to a "yes" than if one looked only at the

past century or so.

Of course, Christianity did not have its origin in a democratic forum.

It began in a repressive empire which it soon overcame and with which it then

allied. One must remember tliat democracy is a most recent phenomenon in the

annals of history. In light of this, there are some Christians, such as the

American Amish, who would contend that Christianity is at its strongest and

purest when under societal persecution and find the freedom of the American

democratic forum in some ways as unhealthy.^ In this sense, the revivalists

often yearn for a wave of persecution to purify the Church, and some sects go

to great lengths to incur the disdain, if not open persecution of society.

To attribute the roots of democracy to the Reformation would be greatly in

error. As von Schulze Gaevernitz says, "Martin Luther nor Calvin were Demo-

crats, not even in the sense of forerunners. Both, on the contrary, were

optxDsed to the fundamental democratic claim, and this is true as well in the

4
spiritual as in the economic and political spheres."

It is in the European struggles for freedom, particularly the French Revo-

lution, that we find Christianity and democracy in open, often violent, oppo-

^One of Menno Simons' seven marks of the True Church is persecution.

4
G. von Shulze Gaevernitz, Democracy and Religion: A Study in Quakerism

{IX)ndon: George Allen and Unwin, 1930).
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sition. This contrast with America's seeming love affair between democracy

and Christianity was noted by the young French official Alexis de Tocqueville

when he visited the New World in 1831. In his now-famous work, Democracy in

America , Tocqueville noted with surprise how powerful a force religion was in

our society. In France, "the spirit of religion" and "the spirit of freedom"

always seemed to be "marching in the opposite direction." But in America, they

5
were "intimately united." So, in spite of the anti-church stance of the

Enlightenment and its resulting call for democracy in Europe, opposition of

Christ and democracy never fully develops in the United States, largely due

the ecclesiastical pluralism of tiie various state ciiurches and the freedom

and restrictions of the Bill of Rights.

Where did the founding fathers stand on this point? Was there an intent

to found another Christian (though not homogeneous) nation or did they exhibit

this European Enlightenment opposition to Christianity? This is difficult to

answer historically, and we must remember that the founding fathers were not

religiously monolithic, but we do have documentation of significant opposition

to the Church by many of the most influential early leaders. James Madison,

like Voltaire, challenged the historical record of state-supported Christendom.

"During almost fifteen centuries had the legal establisiiment of Christianity

been on trial. What have been its fruits? More or less, in all places, pride

and indolence in tJie clergy, ignorance and servility in the laity; in both,

superstition, bigotry and persecution."^ Jefferson, likewise, accused the

Ciiurch of dogmatic restraint of man's rational freedom. "Almighty God hath

created the mind free and manifested his supreme will that free it shall

5
Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

1945), vol. 1, p. 319, cited by John Diefenthaler , "America's democratic Soci-

ety and the Authority of the Churcli," Currents in Theology and Mission 7

(August 1980): 234.

^James Madison, "Memorial and Remonstrance," in John F. Wilson, ed.. Church
and State in American history (Englewood, NJ : heatli, 1965), p. 70, cited by
Ibid., p. 232.
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7
remain by making it altogether insusceptible of restraint..." Jefferson

0
challenged all of the New Testament except for the moral precepts of Jesus.

9
Similarly, Thomas Paine branded the Apostle Paul a "manufacturer of quibbles."

How did they then guarantee that the dogmatism of European Christianity

would not repeat itself on this continent? As noted above, they virtually

guaranteed the proliferation of competing religious groups that would ensure

none would gain sufficient power to dictate to man's 'free conscience'. The

tool, as we know, was the free exercise and establishment clauses of the First

Amendment and the subsequent characterization by Jefferson of the "wall of

separation .

"

A more contemporary note should be added. Many American Christian liberals

would argue that capitalistic democracy contradicts the essence of Christian

brotherhood and social ethics and must be replaced by some form of central con-

trol , either socialism or social democracy. Often tliese come from the larger

church bodies in America, where there is little fear of significant repression

in a more centralized society. However, the minority churches continue to

bask, if not flourish, in the open market of America and usually are the most

vocal of those who seek to preserve a decentralized democracy and the competition

of capitalism.

THE CHRIST OF DEMOCRACY

Two church movements, persecuted in Europe but free in America, made demo-

cracy an integral principle for their movement—Quakers and Baptists. We will

7
Thomas Jefferson, "Act for Establishing Religious Freedom," in Wilson,

p. 73, cited in Diefenthaler
, p. 232.

^
Ibid

.

, p. 232.

9
Thomas Paine, The Age of Reason

, in Thomas Paine, Representative Selections
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1944), p. 253, cited in Diefenthaler, p. 232.
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examine both.

Quakerism

Without a doubt, Quakerism and William Penn's "holy experiment" of 1683 has

had more impact on American democracy than one might expect from the sheer size

of Quaker membership rolls. To some extent, the geographical centrality of

Philadelphia made it possible to exert such influence. But it was far more than

that, for Quakerism had caught much of the essence of the Enlightenment and had

spiritualized it in George Pox's doctrine of the "inner light" and its resultant

radical immanence of God.^^ This doctrine called for the social equality of

every man. Therefore, to the Quaker, Christianity and democracy were coextensive.

So it is in 'Penn's Sylvania' that the first uncensored press in America is

operated, there is no oath of allegiance, no forced labor, no compulsory military

service, and guaranteed equality of all citizens. As early as 1688, slavery

12
is rejected in Germantown and later throughout the colony.

However, one wonders if the Pennsylvania government-of-the-people could have

begun without the charismatic initiation and early benevolent dictatorship of

Penn himself. It was he who held the power to institute such a innovative demo-

cratic structure, he who proposed the initial constitution, and he who directed

the early stages of the Assembly. Interestingly enough, in von Shulze Gaevernitz's

glowing account of Penn's experiment, he notes that Penn magnanimously "conceded"

13
the right to the Assembly to alter the constitution he had proposed. This is a

description of authority, not true democracy, yet it is to Penn's credit that the

10
I

"Christ

find it intriguing to hear even Catholic priests speak
in every man."

today of the

^^von Schulze Gaevernitz, pp. 31-32.

^

^

ibid. , p . 33.

^^Ibid., p. 34.
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f
y

inacliinery he installed continued to serve tlie colony after his death.

14This "deej^ly spiritual concef^tion" of democracy in Quakerism has its

occlt'siastical manifestation also. As is widely known, the Quaker meeting has

no enduiing leadership and business as well as worship is conducted with no

lorm. Tiiere are not even any votes— only the aliility of the designated 'clerk'

1

5

tc, record and disseminate the 'sense of the meeting' . Yet one must wonder

al)Out the capacity of the clei k to Ije completely objective and the power of a

lew v'ocal members 1 be ' cha r i siiuit ic ' yet unordained leaders.

l-ia{ t ists

If for the Quakers democracy was the outgrowth of deeply held theological

I
ropositions that manifested themselves in jjolity, for the Baptists democracy

was largely confined to jiolity.

Baptists declare that the polity of their denom i nat ion ( s) to be "the most

17extensive experiment in [>ure demoi;racy in all history," yet two Baptist writers

havi- documented the struggle they liav<? had to maintain this ideal— Larry Ingram

1 . ,
idwith tlie bout hern Baptists and the h i <jhl y-touted work by Paul Harrison with tlie

1 ‘)

Anii'i lean Bapt ists .

Frances E. Pollard, et . al., Democracy and the Quaker Method (New York:
Pli i losophical Library, 1150), p. 13.

^^Ibid., p]i. 51-52.

^^^Is a structure that provides only for charismatic leadership Christian? Of

course, this is a (juestion for Biblical theology. Quakerism has not been without
Its sc.'hisms, and appointed, enduring leadership in Christianity (though it may
sometimes be the source of schism) is largely instituted to provide enduring integ-
rity to the Body of Christ (e.g., 1st Clement).

17
William R. McNutt, Polity and Practice in Baptist Churches (Phi ladeljihia

:

Judsoii Press, 1935), ji. 5.

18
Larry C. Ingram, "Leadershij), Democracy, and Religion: Role Ambiguity among

P.ic.tors in Southern Baptist Churches," Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion
20 (June 19B1): 119-129.

19
Paul Harrison, Authority and Power in the Free Church Tradition (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1959).
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Inqrain notes that the Southern Baptists also hold to doctrines that come in

direct conflict with tlieir democratic ideal. First, Baptists, like most Chris-

tians, desire to see the unity of the church that is the New Testament ideal. Yet

democracy is built upon the o|<en conflict of ideas, which often leads to tension

and schism because of the iimnense difficulty in constantly resolving such tension.

Second, Baptists believe that pastors are "men called by God". But this is not

a democratic element. What ha{)i>ens when the "man of God" differs with the major-

ity of the "peoi)le of God".-' Does the special 'unction' outweigh the democratic

voice of the people? This, Ingram notes, has been a particular problem with

21
racial prejudice in the congregations of the deep South. Third, Ingram notes

22
the discontinuity between democracy and task accomplishment. How are all

these incongruities handled? Often, Ingram says, by pastoral manipulation. The

formal democracy is not violated opeiily, but the church recognizes the need for

central leadership, even if exercized behind the scenes.

Harrison's argument is similar to Ingram's in which he documents the rise of

23
informal

,
yet strong leadership based uf^Kin charisma and pragmatism. He also

contends that in a lartje body (vs. the often small groups in Quakerism) pure demo-

cracy is impossible and must give way to representative democracy. This need to

lump together those who hold similar views to facilitate a manageable debate

24
results in factions. His answer is that power must be consciously given to

designated leaders so that it can be consciously rescinded, if need be. One

25
cannot recall or amend charismatic authority.

Though both Quakers and Baptists liave held strongly to the democratic ideal

20

20.,
Ingram,

, p. 1 20.

^1
Ibid .

,

PP • 120-

Ibid .

,

P- 122.

23,,Harrison

,

CO

^"^Ibid. , P- 160

^'’ibid. , P- 177.
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as part of not only society as a whole, but of their own self-consciousness, we

see both strengths and weaknesses. Though both have added much to our conception

of the dignity of every man, the Quakers have not directly reached many with the

spiritual regeneration they claim follows discernment of one's "inner light", and

the Baptists continue to have their open forum hampered by factions, schisms, and

manipulation

.

CHRIST ABOVE DEMOCRACY

If early Pennsylvania was the Christ of democracy, then early New England was

the Christ above democracy, for it was long after the landing at Plymouth Rock that

the civil government was consciously carrying out the will of the Church. This,

of course, was true in many other colonies as well (e.g., Virginia's Church of

26
England fined Quakers and Baptists and banned Roman Catholics ) , but the struggle

of Puritanism still serves as the archetype of the tension of the church's domina-

tion over democracy in America.

In Jonathan Winthrop, Robert Cotton, Thomas Hooker and Roger Williams we see

the tensions that were created when those long persecuted in Europe sought to

im^^KJse sincerely held beliefs on others to enforce a unified theocracy.

Robert Paul has found that even in early Puritanism the seeds that would grow

27
to dismantle this 'motif had already been sown in the concepts of the covenant

28
and the town meeting. The former could not reduplicate the divine/charismatically

instituted covenant of Moses and therefore was subject to change by the same body

of people who authorized its inception. The latter, in its parallelism, presaged

a divergence with the church meeting, if only to prevent the pragmatic illogicalness

26
Diefenthaler

, p. 231.
27

Robert Paul, "Hooker: Puritanism: Democracy," Hartford Quarterly 7 (Summer
1967) : 76.

28
Ibid . , p . 77

.
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of redundancy.

In his break with Cotton, Hooker accelerated this movement away from Christ

above democracy by preaching the rights of election of the governor and the duties

of citizenship and, unlike Winthrop, by refusing to use his pulpit to influence

.
29

the courts.

It is obvious that this 'motif (especially in the sense of Aquinas) could

not long endure in America. Though originally the open frontier assisted banish-

ments and other methods to sustain homogeneity, the diversity of churches and the

later explosion of travel and communication reduces this motif to the ability of

the churches to influence legislation as one special interest group among many.

We should briefly note here those who contend that Christianity is the neces-

sary antecedent of American democracy, and therefore is, by divine right, over it.

Such would be the argument of Peter Marshall^*^ and many in the Moral Majority.

However the rightness of their motives, this cannot be held in the face of the

liistory of democracy.

CHRIST AND DEMOCRACY IN PARADOX

This motif might well be titled, "Christ and Democracy in Ambivalence", for

the enterprise of American Christians to be willing to give their very life on

behalf of the gospel on the one liand, and to do the same (e.g., policeman) for

those who claim the gospel to be trash is ambivalence.^^ How can I fight for and

against myself at the same time? ia>J| k /),

As we know, this has not always been the case in America, for although there

^^
Ibid . , pp. 65,71.

30
Peter Marshall, The Light and the Glory (Old Tappan, NJ ; Revell, 1977).

Another practical illustration is the ambivalence of those who believe abor-
tion is murder, yet protect the right of others to receive or perform them. I can-
not live with that kind of cognitive dissonance myself. A theological illustration
of ambivalence is the doctrines of reprobation/election. On the one hand, histori-
cally, the Church has shied from democracy for fear of allowing the reprobate to
rule over the elect, but, on the other hand, democracy prevents permanent control
by the reprobate through election/competition.
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were many competing churches, still there was a general consensus, first Chris-

tian, then Judeo-Christian . Now^ with the advent of activist atheist/secularism

and Eastern religions, that consensus is destroyed, and American Christians find

themselves in an ambivalent position in a pluralistic environment.

The battleground for this paradox is the 'separation of church and state'.

This has taken on a new meaning--for once it meant the separation of individual

churches and state, now separation of God and state. This is a much deeper para-

dox than the dualism of Luther addressed; for Luther, like in early America, there

too was a church/ state consensus on deep and moral issues. How can I preach a

sovereign God on the one hand and support a state which is predicated on His

nonexistence on the other?

Some feel this condition is not alarming, but is, in fact, healthy for the

gospel. That is why some theologically conservative Christians (e.g., some Bap-

tists) can be leaders in Americans United fot the Separation of Church and State

and People for the American Way,

CHRIST THE TRANSFORMER OF DEMOCRACY

As early as the First Great Awakening, then from the revivals of the mid-

19th century that resulted in social justice and new hope for the previously

disenfranchised to the post-WWII church growth in the mainline shurches, it may

be said that Christianity has had a formidable, if not prevailing influence on

the shape of American democracy, but I believe that the transforming relationship

has reversed. I believe it is now democracy that is shaping Christianity.

Even in the most episcopal of churches in America, the Roman Catholic, the

It is my opinion that this pluralism cannot long endure, that Anerica
must achieve some kind of consensus beyond nationalism. The machinery of the
Constitution must be oiled by deeper commitments. Someone has said that
pluralism can never endure for it is only a transitional phase between the
dominance of one prevailing group or idea and a new emerging force. Are we
witnessing the emergence of a new secular consensus? Harvey Cox used to think
so but is having second thoughts.
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of redundancy.

In his break with Cotton, Hooker accelerated this movement away from Christ

above democracy by preaching the rights of election of the governor and the duties

of citizenship and, unlike Winthrop, by refusing to use his pulpit to influence

29
the courts.

It is obvious that this 'motif {especially in the sense of Aquinas) could

not long endure in America. Thovagh originally the open frontier assisted banish-

ments and other methods to sustain homogeneity, the diversity of churches and the

later explosion of travel and communication reduces this motif to the ability of

the churches to inf luence"legislation as one special interest group among many.

We should briefly note here those who contend that Christianity is the neces-

sary antecedent of American democracy, and therefore is, by divine right, over it.

30
Such would be the argument of Peter Marshall and many in the Moral Majority.

However the rightness of their motives, this cannot be held in the face of the

history of democracy.

CHRIST AMD DEMOCRACY IN PARADOX

This motif might well be titled, "Christ and Democracy in Ambivalence", for

the enterprise of American Christians to be willing to give their very life on

behalf of the gospel on the one hand, and to do the same (e.g., policeman) for

3

1

those who claim the gospel to be trash is ambivalence. How can I fight for and

against myself at the same time? iV4 k /)_

As we know, this has not always been the case in America, for although there

29
Ibid . , pp. 65,71.

30
Peter Marshall, The Light and the Glory (Old Tappan, NJ ; Revell, 1977).

Another practical illustration »is -the ambivalence of those who believe abor-
tion is murder, yet protect the right of others to receive or perform them. I can-
not live with that kind of cognitive dissonance myself. A theological illustration
of ambivalence is the doctrines of reprobation/election. Qn the one hand, histori-
cally, the Church has shied from democracy for fear of allowing the reprobate to
rule over the elect, but, on the other hand, democracy prevents permanent control
by the reprobate through election/competition.
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voice of the people cannot be ignored. Vatican II is possibly the most dramatic

illustration in this century of the emergence of the 'people' worldwide. The

NCC, WCC and other bodies have taken a renewed look at the Christian dimensions

of the laos .

We Protestants rejoice that others are discovering the 'priesthood of all

believers', but a deeper issue is at stake. Is Christianity transforming poli-

33
tical forms or are political forms shaping Christianity? Both are happening,

of course, and it would seem nigh impossible to document a precise empirical

relationship of dominance, but I feel strongly that we cannot allow our faith to

be reshaped by a new democracy that is based on a relativist/materialist presup-

position. While democracy has been an op^xartunity for great evangelism, we, in

America, must be careful to not allow our own national culture to dictate to

our faith. Though I personally see no better form of government—none more just

and free than democracy--if I must choose between the two, my allegiance is to

Christ

.

33 . .

This is a hot issue in the new 'People's Church' of Nicaragua.
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Three English versions of the Lord's Prayer

The Lord’s Prayer in Pidgin Engiish (with a iiterai transiation)

Papa blong mipela i stop on lop

Narim blong yu i tambii

Lotu blong yu i bom long mipela

Mipela doon alasaem ol onlop

I barim tok boy blong yu

Yu bringum kai kai tetlen lotig mipela

Yu larim mipela alasaem mipela larumol

Yu no bringum mipela kloster long rot I nogut

Yu lusim altogeta somting I nogut

I rousa long mipela. Amen.

Father Irelongs myself be lives on top,

Name belong you lie holy.

Spirit belong you be comes to me.

Myself down (below) all the same on top.

Me hears me talking to you.

You bring me food today for myself.

You teach (leatn) me, likewise me learn all.

You don't bring me close to the road that is no good

You take away everything that is bad.

Me looks after me. Amen.

The Lord’s Prayer in 1350 (uHer (he Nurnian Conquest, when Engiish

had a tang of French to it)

Oure Fadir that art in heuenes, halwid be thi name; Ihi kyngdom cumme to;

be thi wille done as in heuen and in earth; gif to vs this day oure breerl oure

other substaunce; anil forgeve to vs oure dellis, as we forgeve to oure det-

tours; and leenle vs nat in to templacioun, but delyuere vs fro yuel. Amen.

The Lord’s Prayer in 1000 A.I). (when Engiish was in its Teutonic infancy)

Faeiler ure thu the eart on heofonum; si thin name gahalgod. To-becume

thin rice. Cjewurlhe thin wille on eorlhan swa swa on heofonum. Urne ge-

daeghwamlican hlaf syle us to daeg. And forgyf us ure gyltas swa swa we
forgyfath urum gyltendum. And ne gelaed thu us on costnunge ac alys us of

yfele. Sothlice.

131



CARL F. H. HENRY:

THE CULTURAL RELATIVIZING OF REVELATION

Charles H. Kraft's controversial Christianity In Culture (Maryknoll, N.Y.

Orbis Books, 1979, $12.95), a study in "dynamic biblical theologizing" in cross-

cultural perspective, appears at a time when the volatile controversy over

biblical authority is finding new focus. The issue of the culture-relatedness

of the Judeo-Christian revelation has become a matter of high debate. Kraft, the

professor of anthropology and African studies at the Fuller School of World

Mission^ writes in a day when some professedly evangelical spokesmen openly con-

tend that the Koran is for Muslims an acceptable cross-cultural equivalent of

the Bible.

Kraft has studied anthropology, has served briefly as a missionary in

northern Nigeria, and has engaged in linguistic and ethnological research

particularly among the Hausa tribespeople . Some of his Fuller colleagues view

Kraft as a sensationalist whose significance should not be overrated. But

his book is a well-documented and carefully organized work. It gains power

through a rejection of extremist and unbalanced views and from a serious

wrestling of many dilemmas that face the missionary task force.

Kraft assures his readers that he is an evangelical Protestant com-

mitted to biblical Christianity. He proffers "a culturally informed per-

spective on Christianity and Christian theology" (ibi^.
, p. 18), one

sensitive to the diversity of culture and to the mounting impact of the

behavioral-sciences. He disavows "absolute cultural relativism" that
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precludes any and all evaluation of cultural behavior ( ibid . , p. 124); instead,

he promotes "relative cultural relativism" ( ibid . , p. 125). His central con-

cern is the cultural yet transcul tural character of revelation and of Scripture,

and related issues involved in communication and contextualization of the Gos-

pel to and in some 6,000 cultures of the modern world.

Bible is, as we know, itself a multicultural book. But the "cultural

distance" between Hebrew culture and European cultures, Kraft holds, makes it

"likely that American understandings" of Scripture "will be further from the

intent of the original authors than African and Asian understandings" ( ibid .
, p, X2)

Kraft is disturbed that Western theology has posted a "heresy" sign over

other approaches to Christianity than its own. He stresses the crucial im-

portance of divergent "thought patterns" in different cultures, warns against

"Greek-type thinking," and sounds a call to conversion to a new perception

of the nature of Christ's work. [^\iie Kraft comments that "a considerable

body of evidence" suggests tliat "human reasoning processes are essentially

the same no matter what one's culture is" ( ibid . , p. 57; cf. n. 8), he does

not expressly relate this to the universally shared image of God. "God

created humanity with at least the capacity for culture" (ibid., p. 104), and

from observation of contemporary people "we must assume either that the first

humans began to produce the first culture the moment they became conscious

of the world around them, or God gaVie them a culture at or very soon after

that time" ( ibi d . , p. 103 ) Cul tural perspectives differ because of different

governing assumptions. But the assumptions of others may be "lust as valid"

as ours (ib id . , p. 58).
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1^0
reader will be surprised that the outlook of Africans or Asians often

differs sharply from that of Americans or Europeans, who of course also dif-

fer sharply from each other about many things. But an anthropological-

theological perspective, Kraft tells us, requires taking other views seriously.

"What should we do," he asks, if people "show no perceptible guilt over sin

from which to be saved?" ( ib id. ,
p. 14). Many missionaries have given up,

he tells us, because they cannot cope with such questions.

Kraft acknowledges that anthropology makes no claim to deal with ultimate

truth ( ibid . , p. 7). The question we soon face is whether theology can retain

any final truths once Kraft integrates it into "a cross-cultural anthropological

perspective" ( ibid . , p. 8). Is the truth of special biblical revelation in-

validated by the way Kraft relates it to culture? Kraft emphasizes that the

anthropological approach is wholistic or inclusive of all human experience

( ibid . , pp . 34 f.). He seeks "a cross-culturally valid understanding of

Christianity" (2_bjjd • , p- 36). But this requires "new categories of thought

and terminology" to "broaden and elucidate, rather than to completely dis-

place, traditional evangelical concepts" (i bid . , p. 36).

Kraft rejects the "staticness that largely characterizes evangelical

views of revelation and inspiration" ( ibid . , p. 193). He disavows the "iner-

rantist model" of Scripture (j_bid., p. 204), yet professes to share most of

the major conclusions of inerrantLsts concerning the "normativeness" of Scrip-

ture ( ibid . , p. 211). Theologians whose views he specially approves include

Jack Rogers, Dav^id Hubbard, Eugene Nida, Daniel Fuller, Harvey Cox, Bruce

Vawter, and later emphases by Bernard Ramm and G. C. Berkouwer. Those he

criticizes are B. B. Warfield, Francis Schaeffer, Geerhardus Vos, Carl Henry,

J. W. Montgomery, and Harold Lindsell.
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Kraft rejects as "either static or applying only to some segment of

Euro-American culture" the traditional evangelical methods of theologizing

( ibid . , p. 33). He prefers, with Richard Quebedeaux, to define evangelical

Christianity as "a 'spirit' rather than a well-defined theology" and proposes

to incorporate certain liberal characteristics. Kraft depicts what is in-

volved as a shift of method, not of theology. The shift, it develops, in-

volves transmitting not what the Bible means, but what it "means ^ m^ and

to people in any culture" and confession of ignorance of "what the Spirit

of God wants to teach" others from it ( ibid . , p. 9).

Kraft writes of legitimate understandings of Scripture by different

interpreters in a variety of cultural applications. Along with the anthro-

pologist Monica Wilson, he insists that our ideas must change as societies

change (Religion and the Transformation of Society , Cambridge University

Press, 1971, p. 5) — an idea, presumably, that Wilson and Kraft consider

impervious to change. Kraft implies that his own principles have the

validity of divine absolutes. Kraft proposes, in fact, that we regard his

application of anthropological and communicational models to relationships

between Christianity and culture as part of the whole truth into which

Jesus pledged (John 16:12 f.) that the Spirit of Truth would lead his dis-

ciples .

Logical validity, as we know, is universal. But Kraft has a curious

and highly ambiguous notion of truth. His notion of "cultural validity"

—

which anthropologists usually refer to as "cultural relativism"— is con-

fusing. Kraft indicates that no universal criteria are applicable to all

cultures and that each culture is valid only for its own participants

absolute criterion is allowed to judge any. Kraft declares this belief

( ibid . , p. 49). regarded as f inal

,

in the validity of other cultures to be the equivalent in anthropology of
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the Golden Rule in theology ( ib id. , p. 99). Yet cultural validity, Kraft says,

does not oblige us to approve of customs like cannibalism, widow-burning,

infanticide, polygamy and premarital sex (ibid., p. 50). On what basis can an

emphasis on mere cultural validity identify any practices as universally wicked

and sinful? Kraft writes of "the American assumption" that having sexual

relations with someone other than one's first wife is adultery ( ibid . , p. 6).

If vices and virtues are conceptually untransferable from one cultural con-

text to another, why should any or all be considered universally normative

or abhorrent?

Kraft rightly rejects the Western evolutionary theory that all cultures

are slowly evolving toward Euro-American ideals. He urges us not to confuse

with "the absolutes of God" for every culture "principles and judgments . . .

valid within Western culture" ( ibid . , p. 12). Kraft writes that "no culture,

especially not ours, can be regarded as superior in every way to every other

culture" (:U)j_d.
, p. 52). One might think that for the sake of balance Kraft

would note that American culture at least reflects in some respects more

Christian culture than some other cultures do. But in any event he can pro-

vide no objective basis for approving monogamy, democracy, capitalism, self-

determination, or military preparedness, above antithetical views, that is,

polygamy, tyranny, communism, enslavement, or military weakness. While he

writes of every culture being in some respects "stronger" than others, the

term "stronger" cannot reflect objective gradations of truth or morality.

Kraft's assumptions provide no basis for regarding any culture as either

superior or inferior to any other.

In a grossly ambiguous comment Kraft tells us that cultures are "not

only relative to each other but are also relative ... to the supercul-

tural" (ibid., p. 52). In line with other stories that unfold a worldview.
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Kraft speaks of the Bible as mythology, but notes! that evangelical Christians

insist on historical factuality ( ibid . , p. 54).'' Different worldviews involve

different assumptions and conclusions ( ibid . , p. 57 ff.). The various world-

views serve "an evaluational—a judging and validating—function," provide

psychological reinforcement for the group (i bid . , p. 55); and have an inte-

grating role ( ibid . , p. 56). Yet the respective worldviews do not "completely

determine the perception" of cultural constituencies; the Hebrews, for example,

shifted from polytheism to monotheism, and Americans from belief in Yahweh to

trust in technology.

God interacts with people in their cultural milieu (ibid . , p. 144). Both

God's general and his special revelation, we are told, come to us "from cul-

tural and transcul tural sources via cultural vehicles" (ibH., p. 184). God

limits himself to the capacities of "imperfect and imperfectible , finite,

limited" culture, and has done so even in the Incarnation of Christ ( ibid .

,

p. 115). God uses "human language with all its finiteness, its relativity,

and its assured misperception of infinity" (i^bid.
, p. 114, ital. sup.). If

Kraft means what he here says, we should distrust his own claims about God

and his relations. But Kraft is much more vocal about the fallibility of

others than about his own.

Kraft "views God as transcendent and absolute completely beyond and out-

side of culture" ( ibid . , p. 111). God is "absolute and infinite" ( ibid .

,

p. 115). God will not contradict himself ( ibid . , p. 187). Kraft approves

William A. Smalley's emphases that only God is absolute, whereas the reve-

lation of God's will is a "relative absolute"— relative to human finiteness,

limitations, personality differences, language and culture (ibid., p. 122).

Because he denies the existence of any set of "absolute cultural forms,"

Kraft shuns the nouns superculture and supraculture and concentrates instead
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on the "supracul tural” to designate God's transcendence of all culture

( ibid . , p. 120). Not even cultural behavior that God prescribes or pro-

scribes for all time is considered supracul tural and absolute because

all human behavior is cultural behavior. While God is supercultural and

his principles are to be constants of the human condition, God's interactions

with humans are always cultural P- 122).

The question that then arises is whether we encultured humans can know

supercultural truth and principles. In view of God's revelation Kraft an-

swers "yes," but he insistently declares human understanding to be always

fallible. God nonetheless adapts his approach to the cultural, sociological,

and psychological limitations of mankind ( ibid . , p. 132).

It helps Kraft's case little when, in the interest of situation-specific

cultural revelation lie emphasizes that in Scripture "The number of highly

gneralized, cosmic pronouncements (e.g. the Ten Commandments, the Sermon

on the Mount) is limited" (j^bid., p. 215). Not only does he grossly under-

state the amount of objective doctrinal and ethical teaching that the Bible

conveys in specific situations, but the very passages he acknowledges as

such contradict the notion that divine truth is to be reformulated in divergent

cultural specifications as an internal response.

Let us forget momentarily that Kraft offers his own formulation as

the unquestioned epistemic key to the entire revelation-interpretation process,

as if like earlier Montanists he was vouchsafed some revelational insight

undiramed by the limitations of others. As it stands, his theory holds

—

contrary to "closed conservatives"— that all human understandings of God's

revelation and all behavior-responses are culture-conditioned and none is to

be considered universally valid or true ( ibid . , p. 123).

Kraft's curious insistence that "supracul tural truth exists (with God)

above and beyond any cultural perception or expressions of it" ( ibid . , p. 129)
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is noetically justifiable only if Kraft sheds the epistemic skin that he

grafts on all other humans, and that leads to skepticism unless, in accord

with a truly biblical view of God and man, we are able to escape cultural

relativity

.

God is "above" or outside of culture, but chooses to work through and

in terms of cultural matrixes. Human perception of supercul tural truth,

Kraft assures us, is "adequate though never absolute; we are culture-bound in

our understandings and interpretations of God's truth" ( ibid . , p. 116).

Kraft distinguishes "cultural universals" like the Ten Commandments

(ibid., p. 133), but he does not inform us how his epistemic theory enables

one to insist on such universals and to distinguish them from culturally

limited particulars. The fact that known cultures approve or disapprove a given

practice does not establish a logical universal. Limited empirical obser-

vation of cultural behavior cannot identify universals.

We should not be misled by the fact that, despite these declared cul-

ture-limitations, Kraft postulates an absolute God, an absolute revelation,

an inspired Bible, and revealed principles. Only a schizophrenic mentally

could exempt such postulates from the pervasive^limitations on which Kraft

insists, but which he repeatedly refuses to apply to his own views. It avails

little that he appeals to written records of "God's 'bridgings'" of the gap

( ibid . , pp. 169 f.) if these records too are fallible and culture-skewed.

Kraft makes current prejudices of the behavioral sciences normative for

Judeo-Christian revelation, instead of challenging those very prejudices

either in the name of the culture-relativity they salute, or in the name of

transcendent biblical revelation.

While Kraft insists on evaluation of cultural behavior, he holds that

the "meaning of that behavior is derived entire ly from within the other's

system, never from ours or from some 'cosmic pool' of universal meanings"
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( ib id . , pp . 124 f.)- The fact that God revealed some truths pertaining only

to the Hebrews is invoked to justify the notion of the culture-relativity of

all revelational information (i_bi^,
, p. 126). The implication is that the

revelation of God can and must be translated into contrary and perhaps even

contradictory "cultural principles" and behavior in divergent societies.

Paul’s adage "all tilings to all men" is made to accommodate any and all

conflicting beliefs and practices, while the Holy Spirit is held to approve

this diversity by "leading 'into all truth'" through divergent culture-bound

perceptions (ibid
. , p. 128).

Kraft astonishingly absolutizes the new hermeneutic's devaluation of

grammatico-historical exegesis as a welcome development guided by God

through the Holy Spirit, even as James Barr (cf. Fundamentalism ) similarly

sanctifies the whole enterprise of biblical criticism. Like Barr also, Kraft

assumes that special divine revelation continues beyond the Bible, and that

communicators enlightened by behavioral concessions especially enjoy it.

Scriptural teachings are devalued as culturally conditioned while modern com-

munication theories are assimilated to the revelation of the Spirit ( ibid .

,

pp . 169 f f . )

,

Kraft warns us that the New Testament is largely phrased in
"Greek

conceptual categories (rather than In supracul tural categories)" ( ibid .

,

p. 130). If his intention is to suggest that what the writers teach as doc-

trine is therefore to be stripped of universal truth, then we must warn rea-

ders that what Kraft writes is largely phrased in Engli sh conceptual catego-

ries, and he should bear whatever consequences are supposed to follow.

To accommodate culture-relative meaning in the biblical texts Kraft

shifts from grammatico-historical interpretation to ethno— lingui Stic inter-

pretation ( ibid . , pp. 134 ff.) and then reads into the texts the culture-

relativism that iiumanistic behavioral science requires Secular humanism
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banishes the living God in his intelligible revelation and refers statements

about God to the not-God. Kraft emphasizes that God is not bound by human

culture, but rather views culture "primarily as a vehicle to be used by him

and his people for Christian purposes, rather than as an enemy to be com-

batted or shunned" ( ibid . , p. 103).

Kraft rejects the view that God's transcendent relation to culture re-

quires the Christian to prescribe a system of theology valid for all cultures

( ibid . , p. 117). "Theology (as well as anthropology) is human-made and cul-

ture bound" ( ibid . , p. 118). Kraft emphasizes that "the monoculturalness of

most Western theology” extremely limits its ability to deal with issues cross-

culturally, and that Christianity must translate its message into indigenous

cultural forms.

Kraft denies that he espouses "an abandonment of theological absolutes

(or constants)" ( ibid . , p. 118). But he differentiates these from "the

wording of creeds" or from less than "absolute understandings of God's absolute

models." For Kraft, the "functions and meanings behind" the doctrinal forms

hold priority. He leaves "largely negotiable" in terms of divergent cultural

matrixes "the cultural forms in which these constant functions are expressed"

( ibid . , p. 118). "There is, I believe, no absoluteness to the human formu-

lation of . . . doctrine," he says, but "the meaning conveyed by a particular

doctrine ... is of primary concern to God" (ibid., p. 118). Here Kraft

deflates and relativizes the doctrines of the Bible and the creeds of Chris-

tendom. Meanwhile he presumes not only to articulate the supracultural mind

of God, but to entrench his own debatable doctrine as the rule to which he

accommodates all else. He ranges Jesus against the Pharisees and against

evangelical doctrinal orthodoxy and contends that Jesus considered beliefs

and practices "simply the cultural vehicles (the forms)" through which "the

eternal message of God" is to be expressed and which forms must be continually
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updated to fulfill this function ( ibid . , p. 119).

To be sure, Kraft holds that "denial of . . . the existence of God,

human sinfulness, God's willingness to relate to humans on certain condi-

tions, the necessity of a human faithfulness response to God as precondi-

tional to salvation, and the like would put one outside the biblically

allowed range of acceptable variation" ( ibid . , p. 189). Are we to consider

the eternal sonship of Ghrist, his incarnation and bodily resurrection^ justifi-

cation by faith, and other scrip turally-basic concepts dispensable cultural

relativities? Or do they fall under the category of "the like"?

Revelation, Kraft insists, occurs only in personal interaction ( ibid .

,

p. 184). Kraft extends revelation, as does Barth, beyond its apostolic

inscripturation to the continuing "discovery of revelation" in subjective

response, so that not only prophets and apostles, but we also, like them,

are recipients of revelation. Kraft gains sympathy for his position by

unjustifiable exaggerations, as that evangelical orthodoxy implies that

God ceased to reveal himself after the first Christian century ( ibid . , p.

186), whereas it is Barthians and not evangelicals who deny the reality

of universal general revelation and Kraft himself compromises its cognitive

content. Kraft considers it unreasonable to argue that God now limits his

special revelation to the biblical record ( ibid . , p. 212). But were that

the case, post-apostolic Christians would still be writing Scripture. The

misconception of continuing special revelation may explain why Kraft thinks

his interpretative principles have a universal validity he denies to other

culture-conditioned understandings. IVliile Kraft urges an unabridged mission-

ary proclamation of the Gospel calling for faith in God, he does not rule

out the possibility that God may even now reveal himself specially and di-

rectly to individuals in different cultures, as he did to Abraham and Melchi-

zadek ( ibid . , p. 256). If revelation continues within a range of variation.
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why may not Muhammad and Joseph Smith and Charles Kraft then be God's updating

prophets?

Kraft denies that we have knowledge of (Jod-in-himself . The doctrine of

an ontological Trinity would require such knowledge. Kraft approves the con-

ception of God "as one in form but three in function or activity," although

he disavows any "blanket" endorsement of modalism. Kraft affirms that the

notion of one God playing three parts or roles is an interpretation "within

the scripturally allowed range" ( ibid . , p. 304). This emphasis has prompted

some of Kraft's former students now on mission fields to suggest that Muslim

conceptions of Allah are for Arabs a dynamic cultural equivalent of the Chris-

tian doctrine of God. We are told that Christ functions in the Johannine

prologue as "a human embodiment of God" ( ibid . , p. 119). Elsewhere Kraft

affirms that Christ became "a human being" (iM^.
, p- 373), and that God has

witnessed powerfully in and through human beings and supremely in and through

The Human Being, Jesus Christ (ibid
. , p. 216).

On the one hand, Kraft insists that "contemporary revelation will never

contradict scripturally recorded revelation" (ibid
. , p. 215); on the other

hand, he deplores any static view that later revelation cannot update and

alter earlier revelation ( ibid . , p. 211, quoting another). Indeed, he asserts

that the revelation process today must take precedence over static models of

revelation that "allow for 'no new truth' to be conveyed" ( ibid . , p. 223).

To test contemporary revelations for legitim.acy Kraft proposes their

reference to the Bible as a "measure" ( ibid . , p. 197). The companion notion

of Scripture as a "tether," as Kraft expounds it^ allows him to draw the line

wherever he prefers against alternatives both on the right and left, but it

imposes on other researchers no objective basis for maintaining the same

agenda. The Bible is revelatory, says Kraft— that is, it carries the Word
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of God to us—only if we use it properly, that is, within the range of varia-

tion that God approves ( ibid . , p. 188). But where will we gain objective

information about tiiat range? How can we measure one internal response against

another if there is no revelation without inner response and the teaching of

the Bible is itself fallible and culture-skewed. Kraft insists that the Bible

contains "a range of ideal, subideal but acceptable^ and unacceptable behavior

and belief and that its teaching lacks universal truth. What help can it

then afford to measure "dynamically equivalent" contemporary revelation if

special revelation occurs today and past revelation and present revelation

are both culture-skewed? Kraft writes: "God will not (we believe) contra-

dict himself." This emphasis is commendable, but other theologians—including

some of Kraft's theological colleagues at Fuller— reject propositional reve-

lation for dynamic revelation and insist that God is no respecter of logical

consistency. And if God puts a premium on logical consistency, should not pro-

fessors of missiology? The more one examines Kraft's proposals the more one

has the uneasy feeling that he is playing a shell game with us.

Kraft proposes a "conceptual translation" of theological and biblical

content so that their communcation will "carry the proper meaning and impact"

(ibi d . , p. lA). He is critical of "the conservative mentality" that disallows

a search for "new meanings" ( ibid . , p. 15). Insofar as theologians or exe-

getes are prone to dignify their own interpretations as a "theology of glory,"

this has its point. But if meaning is culture-relative, not even "new mean-

ings could escape the deficiencies of the old."

Kraft asks for a redefinition of heresy that does not preclude new

approaches to truth and is not bound by the orthodoxy of the past ( ibid .

,

p. 16). But if truth is fluid and culture-relative, on what basis would

such theological innovation be welcomed as "better" or "truer"? Can Kraft's

desire to rescue the deity from a perception that God is "behind the times
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lead on Kraft’s premises to anything other than to a perpetual salvage

operation that relativizes the absolute? Objective meaning is not subject

to adolescence or to senility, and "growing” meaning should not be dwarfed

into Kraft's formulations. Kraft tells us that "perhaps . . . linguistic

forms such as words are . . . important only insofar as their function is

important." But the structure of his argument presumes that Kraft's own

principles hold an abiding cognitive or doctrinal import that is normatively

decisive for the character of missiology. If there is no truly objective

meaning, Kraft should desist from communication that implies that his own

culture-skewed notions miraculously escape the defects he attributes univer-

sally to the views of all others.

In the absence of meaning and truth objective to all cultures it is

futile for Kraft to write of Christians "maturing . . . into a much more

ideal understanding" that "may eventually approach . . . the supracultural

ideal that lies outside culture" (i bid . , p. 129). For, on his approach, our

fallible culture-skewed understanding precludes knowing the supracultural

and hence knowledge that we are approximating it. The same factors preclude

Kraft's judgment that "God has made himself successively better known to

his people" (ibid., p. 213).

Kraft recognizes that the biblical messages and meanings, like all com-

munication, require an informational context for their intelligibility. In

line with champions of the new hermeneutic, he insists that the relation be-

tween message and meaning is dynamic rather than static ( ibid . , p. 136). He

rejects the evangelical view that the interpreter is to ferret out a textually-

given meaning for all readers of the Bible; instead, all that the text teaches

is viewed as context. The meaning differs for different cultures ( ibid .

,

p. 137). "No cultural symbols have exactly the same meanings in any two

cultures" (ibid., p. 138). Kraft apparently does not intend to say that his
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own use of cultural-symbols invalidates or precludes an understanding of his

meaning; the meanings Kraft forges at Fuller Seminary presumably are reduction

resis tant

.

Kraft concedes that the meaning of some biblical propositional statements

e.g. "God is love," is culturally transf errable "with most (never all) of

its meaning intact" (i bid . , p. 139). But if the original recipient culturally

skewed the revelation and the hearer and translator also culturally skewed it,

an almost "intact" meaning would be little short of a miracle. Kraft does

not exempt prophets and apostles (or Jesus?) when he says that God accepts

"understandings of himself and of his truth" that involve divergent meanings.

"Even through inspired Scripture, therefore, it is highly unlikely that any

. . . people will perceive exactly the same meaning from any given portion"

( ibid . , p. 188). Kraft speaks naively of properly understanding "the mean-

ing of the message . . . for its time or for ours" ( ibid . , p. 137), and

postulates "a range of allowable variation as measured by the biblical yard-

stick— reasonably equivalent to the original intent but not corresponding

exactly" (ibid., p. 188). But if no universally valid meaning inheres in

the biblical text, or in our understanding of it, it is futile to speak of

normative meaning and of restricted variation, since the text necessarily

means different things in different cultures.

In some mediating circles today the empirically-formulated claims of

secular scholars are elevated to the t-tatus of general divine revelation.

Kraft is critical of conservative Christian claims that secular anthropolo-

gists, sociologists, psychologists and communications specialists can for-

mulate no valid conclusions on the basis of a naturalistic worldview ( ibid .

,

p. 16 f.). "Traditional Christian understandings of the sinfulness of

human beings are felt to be incompatible with perspectives that assume

that human beings are essentially good" ( ibid . , p. 17), he notes. Is Kraft
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telling us that the universal sinfulness of man is noetically irrelevant?

Kraft affirms that human beings "are pervasively Infected by sin" (ibid .

,

p. 114). "As far as anthropology can tell," he remarks, there has never

been a human being "not totally immersed in and pervasively affected by

some culture" ( ibid . , p. 103). But these several affirmations involve

notably different nuances. Evangelical theology holds that even after the

fall man retains noetic competence for revelatory knowledge of the nature

and will of the self-revealing God and that man's revolt against objective

knowledge of God is basically volitional. Kraft, on the other hand, denies

that human beings, even on the basis of creation and even when gifted with

special revelation, have such epistemic competence, and he bases this dis-

avowal of objective knowledge of God as he is in himself on man's supposed

universal cultural entrapment. Kraft's treatment even of Jesus Christ in

this context is highly ambiguous.

What then is absolute? What is the relation between revelation and the

linguistic statements of Scripture? What is the nature of the "revealed

truth" that Christianity is to communicate to all mankind? Kraft professes

to hold strongly to^biblical authority and inspiration" while attributing

valuable insight to those who reject a high view of Scripture. By this

he means not that the Bible is revelatory, but rather that it is "both in-

spired by God and an accurate record of the Spirit-guided perceptions of

human beings who are committed to God" ( ibid . , p. 33, ital. sup.). Inspira-

tion therefore does not guarantee the truth of the biblical _ Kraft

4H»s4-5rtir~mr'~ri'te--M^ r. tr>cJ r i fy r>f bllaJ V/r-Lt-grs_i nr_ft-c.prp^

insists that in addition to its his-

torico-cultural specificity, the biblical content "has a cross-cultural

relevance that the original cultural forms do not have," but that this must

also be expressed "in the linguistic and cultural forms" of the intended
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receivers ( ibid . , p. 37).

Kraft proposes to take the Bible "seriously” in a non-static, dynamic

and adaptive role. He champions adventuresome experimentation in contrast

to evangelical interest in perpetuating orthodox doctrinal formulations and

lifestyles (i_bi^.
, p. 38). Kraft thinks it a culturally prejudiced Western

view when evangelicals regard "the faith once for all delivered" (Jude 3) as

a system of doctrine rather than a relationship to God ( ibid . , p. 133). But

a relationship can hardly be delivered once-for-all
;
propositional truths

can be. The reference that now we see only a "dim image in a poor mirror"

(1 Cor. 13:12 TEV) Kraft takes to mean that even ^ biblically informed

Christians have no universally valid information about God.

Kraft deplores "the excessive informationalizing of revelation" ( ibid .

,

p. 145). In expounding the principles of biblical communication he routinely

assumes that the intention of the inspired writers was not to convey objec-

tively valid truths ( ibid . , pp. 147 ff.). Hence transmission of their content

is concerned not with meanings, but with messages; meanings are to be supplied

by the receptor ( ibid . , p. 148).

Kraft echoes the neo-orthodox cliche that "truth is not informational

but personal" and clothes this dogma with the authority of Jesus ( ibid .

,

p. 179). That biblical truth is to be "done" and has as its ultimate goal

the salvation of sinners is made a basis for minimizing the fact that reve-

lation has for its proximate end the divine communication of universally

sharable truths. Consequently Kraft deplores "static" revelation and pro-

motes dynamic revelation and dynamic concepts. He contends that 'eternal

truths' (presumably, even Christ's death for sinners—a proposition revealed

in time yet eternally true) are unappropriate until we personally appropriate

them ( ibid . , p. 180). Divine revelation, he tells us, "is more properly

defined as . . . stimulus to action, than as the mere transmission of infor-
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mation" (Ibid . , p. 183). Kraft not infrequently blurs the qualifier "mere";

even where he retains it, he devalues the cognitive importance of divine dis-

closure.

Kraft asserts that "the totality of the Bible (forms as well as mean-

ings) is inspired", but while it is not full o^ errors no track of its content

is wholly free from error ( ibid . , pp. 204 ff.). Kraft joins non-evangelical

critics in the canard that inerrancy would require dictation. He approvingly

quotes the Roman Catholic scholar Bruce Vawter in an attack on the fixity

and finality of biblical truth (in Biblical Inspiration ,
Philadelphia, Westminster

Press, 1972, p. 155) and insists on a non-evangelical distinction betweeen the

words and the word of God. Scripture is "supracul tural Truth in cultural

trappings" ( ibid . , p. 22). Scripture is "the product of the Spirit-led

recordings and canonization of divine-human interactions" (ibid
. , p. 212).

God inspired many humans in the same way, leading some to record these

divine-human Interactions. The Spirit continues such interaction with

readers and hearers of their writings (i bid . , p. 213).

Kraft veers toward a "functional understanding of the nature of Scrip-

ture" ( ibid . , p. 210). He rejects any "objective" inscripturation of past

revelation ( ibid . , p. 224). He calls the Bible revelation only in a "poten-

tial sense" (ibid
. , p. 221), and prefers actually not to call it revelation

without personal response ( ibid . , p. 216). He ascribes the obtuseness of

the Pharisees to their view that the Old Testament was revelation, rather

than to their rejection of its revelation (cf. Jesus' warning, "if they

hear not Moses and prophets . . .").

Kraft has no tolerance for "closed evangelicals and fundamentalists"

who insist on a particular theory of inspiration or atonement, quibble over

biblical criticism, or insist on a specific metaphysical philosophy ( ibid .

,

p. 187). He pleads the cause of theological exper i^menta tion against closed
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conservatism. But wki It he too is closed to certain traditional evangelical

options. He assures readers of the orthodoxy of his views and asks them to

overlook whatever they consider heretical. Kraft thus rejects traditional

evangelical theology as ethnocentric, eviscerates evangelical theism of some

of its historic commitments, and commends his reductionistic view as if it

were exempt from such limitations.

Kraft’s major aim, is to facilitate the use of ’dynamic' or ’functional’

equivalence in Bible translation ( ibid . , p. 261 ff.). Kraft rightly argues

that formal-correspondence translation may obscure the sense, and that the

Bible is to be translated into the idiom of the people. He questions whether

most if not all earlier translations adequately convey God’s message ( ibid .

,

p. 263). He criticizes the RSV, ASV, KJV, NASV and largely NIV also for too

limited a break with formal correspondence translation ( ibid . , p. 269), and

promotes dynamic equivalence transculturation into the receptor’s cultural

setting ( ibid

.

. pp. 276 ff.). Transculturation aims "to represent the

meanings" or past events as if they were clothed in contemporary events

( ibid

.

, p. 280). But if the meaning of the original is cul ture- imbedded

,

can we speak of conveying an objective or normative meaning? Would not one

culture-imbedded meaning be as valid or relative as another, since none is

objectively normative?

As Kraft sees it, theology is an attempt to understand God based on

these culture-imbedded meanings ( ibid . , pp. 291 ff.). Kraft implies that

different languages reflect and require different worldviews ( ibid . , p. 267),

whereas the same language can obviously be used to present divergent world-

views. Theology is not for Kraft ideally a systematizing of Scripturally-

revealed truths, but a human effort not to be confused with "the changeless,

absolute truth that remains in the mind of God" and is "beyond our reach"

( ibid . , p. 294). Kraft insists that most "heresies" are really cultural
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adaptations that we ought not to fear ( ibid . , p. 296), and that theological-

truth must be perpetually "recreated like a dynamic-equivalence translation

or transculturation" ( ibid . . p. 297). If culture and subculture pervasively

affect the inspired prophets' and apostles' understanding of God, and addi-

tionally affect the theologians' understanding of the biblical writers, and

condition the theologians' communication of that message, and the receptors'

perception of that communication also ( ibid . , p. 297), one would think that

theology would be automatically recreated without need of creative effort.

But, says Kraft, theology written in one culture must be aggressively trans-

culturated into the concepts and language framework of another if it is to

be of value, and must be deprovincialized also into the concepts and language

of different academic disciplines in the same culture ( ibid . , pp. 297 ff.).

Now the relevant comment here is not that Augustine, Calvin or any

other theologian has bequeathed to us the unadulterated truth of God. But

Judeo-Christian theology historically has claimed for the inspired biblical

prophets and apostles, and especially for Jesus Christ, a role in the con-

veyance of objective divine truths that Kraft obscures. And if cultural

differences require the radical treatment that Kraft demands for their proper

intelligibility in para-disciplinary and para-cul tviral circles, it is amazing

that we find so readily understandable what Kraft writes as an anthropolo-

gist, communicator, or missionary who professes to have jumped outside a

Western mold. Our problem is usually not with the meaning of what Kraft

says, but with his departures from the truth of historic evangelical theo-

logy in respect to the doctrines of revelation, inspiration, the Trinity,

and the evidently marginal role he gives to the deity and the bodily resur-

rection of Jesus Christ in communicating the Christian message.

The core of concern over Kraft's notion of "dynamic equivalence"

translation is the matter of "paradigm shifting" through which Kraft proposes

to defend the validity of divergent interpretations in different cultural
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contexts and this in view of behavioral science perspectives: "V^lid

theologizing may be done on the basis of a variety of cultural, sub-

cultural and disciplinary models" (ibid . , p. 34). The questions that here

arise are to what extent, if any, we may consider divergent representations

to be true, and on what basis any of them is in certain identifiable re-

spects to be considered normatively true for all cultures and disciplines.

Or is the discussion of universally valid meaning and shared truths wholly

extraneous to authentic theologizing? And if so, why is Kraft then wasting

his time by telling us all how the game must everywhere be played?

Kraft proposes to treat the biblical revelation as a conceptual model

or theory or worldview to account for the data of life and experience, and

in this connection he notes the role of explanatory models in science. By

their perpetual revision of inferences based on limited data empirical

scientists have been forced to declare that their theoretical statements

are not literally true statements about the real world. But is

this a conclusive reason to compress into this same scientific pattern of

postulation and tentativity claims about God grounded in divine self-

revelation? Anyone who thinks that the biblical writers offer only a para-

digmatic worldview or model of reality projected as by natural or behavioral

scientists on the basis of human perception has yet to learn the most ele-

mental distinction between divine revelation and human reasoning. Kraft's

emphatic insistence that "we see reality not as it is but always from inside

mindless to know reality as it truly is. If, as Kraft insists, human de-

scription of "the ordered reality (out there)' involves not only an internal

and always involves individual distortion of perceived reality^ men

the outcome can only be skepticism and with it the loss of a universal

w
our liends "

( ibid . , p. 29), implies that we ^ould have to be headless or

psychological ordering based on assumptions^ as indeed it does, but also
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missionary imperative to communicate the teaching of Jesus and other biblical

truths. Kraft emerges in this context, moreover, either as a transcendent

divine voice that escapes these human limitations and that informs us what

is objectively and everywhere the case, or he is naively self-deceived. If

Kraft can tell us what is objectively the case, and in 404 small-type pages

at that, surely the inspired prophets and apostles can, and not least of

all the self-revealing God.

We have yet to find evidence that Kraft's synthesis achieves his goal of

more effectively "communicating the Christian message in a multi-cultural

world" ( ibid . , p. 12). Instead of providing a cure-all for the problems of

Christian proclamation, the universal culture-skewing of divine revelation

asserted by behavioral scientists ventures to resolve the besetting problems

of missions by liquidating the distinctive claims of Judeo-Chr is tian religion.

What Kraft's exposition blurs is the singular uniqueness of God's self-

revelation to Israel, the universal significance of the Law in the Old and

New Testaments, the irreducible and incomparable incarnation of God in Jesus

Christ, and other Judeo-Christlan distinctives as well,, that the search for

conceptual cultural equivalents can only obscure. The normativity of bibli-

cal theology cannot survive alongside tlie normativity of humanistic anthro-

pology. To exaggerate the role of the behavioral sciences, as Kraft does,

constitutes a disservice to both biblical theology and anthropology. For

it not only clouds the nature of biblical revelation, but also the very

proper service that anthropological science can render the Christian mis-

sionary community.
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or the student of Victorian culture, of anthro-

pology, of the history of ideas, this book immedi-

ately takes its place as indispensable. Its sub-

ject, ostensibly confined narrowly to the disci-

pline of anthropology as it developed in England during

l.^ueen Victoria’s reign, takes George W. Stocking Jr.

into some of the major issues of modern Western cul-
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ture. particularly racism and evolution. Mr. Stocking

makes no display, and mutes the potentially popular ap-

peal of his subject. Instead, he ^ relentlessly thorough,

and relentlessly self-conscious about his methods, the

limitations of his arguments and the inadequacy of any

general conclusions to be drawn.

On the strength of only one prior major book,

“Race, Culture, and Evolution,” and that a collection of

essays, Mr. Stocking, who teaches at the University of

Chicago, is recognized as one of our most distinguished

historians of anthropology. “Victorian Anthropology”

makes clear why. From the very first pages of the pref-

ace, where Mr. Stocking places his enterprise within his

own career and within the historiography of anthro-

pology, he writes as though some obsessive, cruel

demon were holding him to account for any distortion,

any rashness of thought, any failure to confess selec-

tivity or incompleteness. A model of scholarly integrity,

the book, in its insistence on complication, may quickly

satiate the lay reader. Lucidly as it is written, insight-

fully and finely as its discriminations are drawn, its

contexts multiplied, it is yet no easy read.

The nervousness of the method, however, only

partly disguises the breadth of the book’s ambition. It

attempts “to understand historically a major intellec-

tual reorientation — the emergence of ‘classical evolu-

tionism’ in the decade of the 1860s,” and that emergence

is contemporary with the development of anthropology

as a legitimated discipline. The subject takes Mr. Slock-

ing on some remarkable intellectual and cultural jour-

neys by way of an explicitly historicist approach that

entails seeing not from the perspective of the 20th cen-

tury but from that of the Victorians themselves. And
while Mr. Stocking admits that even the simple decision

to study them “must reflect our present interests,” he

manages to rethink the anthropological arguments not

only of the obvious formulators of evolutionary anthro-

pology, like Edward Tylor, John Lubbock and John

McLennan, but of Herbert Spencer, John Stuart Mill,

Pitt Rivers and a significant number of the most distin-

guished Victorian philosophers and scientists.

Continued on page 24

Happy Ending
Continued from page 22

Mr. Stocking’s technique is what he calls “multiple

contextualization.” He begins not with ideas but with an
embodiment of what he takes to be the Victorian atti-

tudes toward civilization, the Great Exhibition of 1851

at the Crystal Palace in London. A celebration of pre-

Darwinian progress, the exhibition was also an intima-

tion of the comparative methods on which sociocultural

evolutionism would be built. “The most obvious lesson

of the Exhibition,” Mr. Stocking says, was that “not all

men had advanced at the same pace, or arrived at the

same point.”

So “multiple” are Mr. Stocking’s approaches that

oven to list them would require more words than a re-

view like this one can use. But among other things, he

traces various kinds of pre-Darwinian progressivism

back into the 18th century, through the utilitarianism of

Jeremy Bentham and James Mill, in the religious

thought of natural theologians. He is sensitive also to

the social, economic and political pressures that help

shape ideas. Hence, he links the development of anthro-

pology to the biographies and social circumstances of

his subjects, and to ^e development of the institutions

by which their work was to be sanctioned. He considers

and refines the idea that evolutionism was “the ideolog-

ical reflection of economic exploitation and class con-

flict in an age of rapid capitalist economic development
and Imperial expansioa” Such a view, not uncommon
now among historians of science, does not do “full jus-

tice.” Mr. Stocking says, “to the complex and ambiva-
lent motives of those who wrote the major works of

sociocultural evolutionism.”

^
The complications do not invalidate the point. Mr.

• Stocking’s consideration of the development of the

/ “scientific” rationale for racism includes an excruciat-

ing retelling of the story of the annihilation of the Tas-

manians by settlers and missionaries and. finally, by
the Wesleyan Methodist George Augustus Robinson. In-

deed, one of the major themes of the book is the relation

of the study of “savages” (a word he carefully defines in

contemporary context) to the development of anthro-

pology. Pre-Darwinian “ethnology” was primarily a

study of “contemporary savages,” and was based on
the dominant assumption of the unity of the human spe-

cies. The question was how to account for human diver-

\ sity. “Savages” were perceived as having failed to de-

velop like Europeans from a single (monogenetic)
creation, or as having degenerated from it. Polygenists

tended toward racist attitudes, arguing that primitive

races were different species, separately created, and
therefore legitimately treated as inferiors.

• • •

Mr. Stocking shows how the study of “savages”
tended to grow at first from an attempt to protect them
from Che depredations of imperialism, particularly by
the Aborigines Protection Society, from which the Eth-
nological Society became a scientifically oriented off-

shoot Ironically, and painfully for the history of West-
ern science, the move to a more scientific view was to

lead, against the intentions of the ethnologists who
began it, to an even greater destruction of “savage peo-

\ pies.” “There can be little doubt.” Mr. Stocking says,

I

“that a pervasive evolutionary racism contributed to

the dehumanization and objectification of anthropolo-

gy’s human subject matter, from which an actively pro-

tectionist concern had been previously withdrawn.”

When Darwinian theory gave what seemed to be con-
' elusive sanction to the idea that humans, like all other

phenomena, were subject to material law, the differ-

ence of “savages” henceforward had to be accounted
for by alternative development (or failure to develop)

on the human genealogical tree.

Sociocultural (as opposed to physical) anthro-

pology extended Darwinism from biology to culture.

The move was built on an essentially positivist orienta-

tion that Mr. Stocking sees as a distinguishing charac-

teristic of English andvopotogical thought. Against

that positivist tradition, Franz Boas, perhaps the father

of American anthropology, intruded elements of Ger-

manic thought (which Mr. Stocking earlier discusses).

The long final chapter on the contemporary signifi-

cance of Victorian anthropology describes the rejection

of evolutionism but shows how contemporary anthro-

pology is partly defined by that rejection and the devel-

opment of a strenuous cultural relativism.

The end of Mr. Stocking’s story is not, of course, an

end. He shows how Victorian anthropology became part

of the deep passion of the Victorians for replacing their

lost religion with a human culture that was both ra-

tional and progressive. It made the irrational compre-
hensible by subjecting it to science. “By equating the

irrational with the primitive, it was possible to bring it

under the control of cultural progress.” That is, anthro-

pology became another great Victorian fiction with a

happy ending. The endings for the cultures studied as

well as for Victorian anthropology itself were not, in the

event, very happy. But Mr. Stocking tells the Victo-

rians’ story brilliantly, showing how it wsis possible to

believe it, and how it raised questions {permanently be-

fore us while giving rise to our own inadequate stories

about who we are and why we are that way.


